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PREFACE 

I, in the present study, have discussed Satkiiryaviida with special reference to Prakrti 

Paril:zamiiviida of Sari1khya system. The basic question raised in the context of 

doctrine of causality is - Does the effect pre-exist in its material cause? There are 

only two possibilities with regard to the status of pre-existent of effect in its cause. If 

the effect pre-exists in its material cause, the effect is non-different from its cause. 

And if the effect does not pre-exist in its material cause, the effect is different from its 

cause. This is the basis for the division of causality into two kinds namely, 

Satkiiryaviida and Asatkiiryaviida. Satkiiryavda maintains that an effect pre-exists in 

its material cause in a potential condition and it becomes manifest in the process of 

causal operation. 

Samkhya philosophy IS primarily concerned with metaphysics (cosmology) and 

epistemology. Metaphysically, Sari1khya is dualistic recognizing two ultimate 

realities; namely, Prakrti (the principle of matter, which is active) and Puru.~a (the 

principle of consciousness, which is inactive). On causality, Samkhya proposes 

Satkiiryavda on the ground that which is non-existent that can't be brought into 

existence and what is existent that can't be made totally non-existent. 

I am thankful to the authors whose works have directly or indirectly helped me. I have 

always tried to supply exact quotations and full references to original works, and in 

the footnotes, I have also furnished suggestions for further reading. In referring to the 

works of Samkhya, Nyaya and Vedanta, I have used the most accurate available 

English translations. I am thankful to those translators of the texts. 
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Introduction 

In the present dissertation, an effort has been made to discuss Satkiiryaviida with 

special reference to Prakrti Pari]Jamiiviida of Siirnkhya philosophy. Satkiiryaviida is 

one of the theories of causality which have been propounded not only by Siimkhya 

philosophy but also by the two schools of Vedanta tradition i.e. Advaita Vedanta 

which accepts Vivartaviida and Vi.5i.~!iidvaita which accepts Brahma Paril;amiiviida. 

Besides Satkiiryaviida, there are other theories of causalities such as Asatkiiryaviida of 

Nyaya and Pratltyasamutpiida of Buddhism. But the present research have been 

discussed Satkiiryaviida especially Prakrti Pari~wmiiviida as propounded by 

ISvarakr$IJa (Fifth Century A.D.) in Siirnkhya-Kiirikii. 

Of the different systems of philosophical thought that evolved in ancient India, the 

Sarilkhya appears undoubtedly one of the most important and a very old system of 

thought of Indian philosophy. Its doctrine could be traced in the_ early literature of 

ancient India including the srutis, smrtis and purii~1as. The references to the Sa1i1khya-

Yoga doctrines can be found in some of the Upani$ads, e.g: in the Chhiindogya, the 

Prashna, and the Ka!ha and particularly in the Shvetiishvatara; in the Mahiibhiirata 

and in the Gila. Dr. T.G. Mainkar, in his Siimkhya-Kiirikii has remarked "Though the 

Sa1i1khya is mentioned in a late Upani .. md like Shvetii.5hvatara yet the root ideas of the 

Sa1nkhya can be traced in the earlier Upani$ad." 1 "The origin of Sarilkhya system also 

can be traced to the hymn of creation or niisadlyasiikta of ~g Veda."2 

The Sarilkhya system derives its name from the root word 'khya' together with prefix 

'sam' which means meaning, number as well as right or perfect knowledge. Sari1khya 

philosophy talks about the philosophy of number (Samkhyii), because it deals with the 

twenty-five principles of categories or elements or tattvas. This philosophy might 

have influenced the Pythagorean philosophy as per as its philosophy of number is 

concerned. However the term Sarilkhya is also used in the sense of right knowledge 

(samyak-jniina). Here right knowledge means the knowledge of discrimination or 

discernment of the difference between Prakrti and Puru$a. Prof. Nair has highlighted 

1 Mainkar, T.G., Siirhkhya-Kiirikii of lsvarakm:w (Delhi: Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 22 
2 Rg. Veda. X-90. Quotation taken from P.K.S. Nair, The Siimkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book 
Corporation, 2005) p. 1 
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on the meaning of term Sarhkhya, "It also means the wisdom or knowledge which 

enables us to distinguish between spirit and matter which leads to salvation."3 

The Sarhkhya and Yoga are the two important orthodox systems of Indian philosophy. 

It can also be regarded as Sarhkhya tradition is theoretical enterprises whereas Yoga is 

practical enterprises. Prof. C.D. Sharma, in his Indian Philosophy has referred "Yoga 

as the counterpart of Sarhkhya, means action or practice and tells us how the 

theoretical metaphysical teachings of Sarhkhya might be realized in actual practice. 

Thus Sarhkhya- Yoga forms one complete system, the for.mer being the theoretical 

while the latter being the practical aspect of the same teaching."4 This system is called 

Sarhkhya, since it offers the right knowledge of Puru$a which is quite distinct from 

Prakrti and its products such as intellect (buddhi); egoism (aharnkiira); mind (manas) 

and sensory organs etc. Prof. J .N. Sinha has put on its historical claim, "There is no 

evidence for the suggestion that the system is called Sarhkhya because it was founded 

by Sarhkhya."5 

The work of the Sarhkhya' system named of a great sage of Kapila. This tradition 

regards the origin of the Sarhkhya to Kapil a. Prof. Nair has remarked on the historical 

account, "Tradition affirms that Kapila is called as a muni in Bhagarad Gzta and 

possessed supernatural power. The Shvetiishvatara Upani$ad refers to the term 

Sarhkhya as well as the seer Kapila who is held to be the reputed profounder of the 

Sarhkhya doctrines."6 This Sarhkhya system is propounded by Kapila which has been 

considered as the most ancient of all philosophical systems in India. The first work of 

Sarhkhya School is Siirhkhya-pravacana-sutra which is attributed to Kapila. But there 

is no clear evidence to justify or prove it. "Keith's opinion is that Kapila was not a 

historical person. In the PadmapuriiJJa and in the Bhagavatapurii~1a also we see that 

the founder of the Sarhkhya system is one Kapil a Vasudeva who is the incarnation of 

Vi$JJU. Sage Kapil a is universally accepted as the father of the Sarhkhya system and he 

is mentioned in the Shvetiishvatara Upani$ad. He is supposed to have lived in the ih 
or 61

h century B.C."7 But its systematic presentation could be traced in the Siimkhya-

3 Nair, P.K.S., The Somkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 19 
4 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p. 150 
5 Sihna, J. Indian Philosophy, Vol. I (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,2006) p. 2 
; Nair, P.K.S., The Stirhkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 19 
Ibid., p. 2 
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Karika of ISvarakr~IJa. Samkhya-Karika of Isvarakr~Qa is the earliest available and 

authoritative book of Sarhkhya philosophy. Sometimes this system of thought is 

understood as the 'atheistic Sarhkhya' (nirisvara-samkhya), as distinguished from the 

Yoga which is known as 'theistic Sarhkhya' (sdvara-sa1nkhya). The reason behind 

for calling them is that Kapila did not accept the existence of God and also advocate 

that God's existence could not be proved. But this seems to be a controversial point. 8 

We understand the tenets of this school such as Asuri who is disciple of Kapila (i.e. 

the founder of the Sarhkhya system) and Asuri's disciple is Paiicasikha who has 

written some books which aimed at clear exposition of the Sarhkhya system. But it 

seems probable that these works were historical personages whose works were lost in 

course of time and we have no information about their contents. Prof. C.D. Sharma 

has offered about its historicity, "Kapila certainly flourished before Buddha and he 

must have composed Sarnkhya-Sutra which works was unfortunately lost long ago."9 

However the earliest available and authentic systematically exposition of classical 

Sarhkhya is found in Isvarakr~Qa's Samkhya-Karika. Apart from that we have 

Gaudapada's Samkhya-Karikii-bha.yya, Vacaspati Misra's Tattva Kaumudl, Vijnana-

bhik~u's Siilitkhya-pravacana-bha.yya and Samkhya-sara and Aniruddha's Salitkhya-

pravacana-siitra-vrtti. They constitute an important and authoritative work on the 

Sarhkhya system. 

Prof. J .N. Sinha has briefly attempted to give the historical period of this tradition, 

"The Siilitkhya-pravacana-sutra was probably composed in the fourteenth century. 

Madhava, who wrote San1adadanasali1graha about 1380 A.D., does not refer to it, 

but based his exposition of the Sarhkhya system on Samkhya-Karika. Aniruddha 

(1500 A.D.) wrote a commentary on Samkhyapravacanasutra known as 

Samkhyasutravrtti. Vijnana-bhik~u (1600 A.D.) wrote a commentary on it, named 

Samkhyapravacana Bhasya with theistic bias. His exposition of the classical Sarhkhya 

system is not so authoritative as that of Vacaspati Misra. But Vacaspati and Vijiiana-

bhik~u are the two great expounders of the system." 10 

8 Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.253 
9 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p. 150 
10 Sihna, J. Indian Philosophy, Vol. I (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,2006) p. 2 
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There is no evidence to prove or show the real nature of the original Sarhkhya, though 

both philosophical and historical approaches will justify that there are two tendencies-

an atheistic realism, dualism and pluralism spiritualism in the course of development 

of this system. About the origin of Sarhkhya system; Prof. Dasgupta says, "There are 

two currents of thought in the Vedas and the Upanishads namely the conception of 

Brahman and the other which considered the world as having a reality as made of 

water, fire and earth. The former developed into the monistic Vedanta and the latter 

into the Samkhya School.'' 11 

For the purpose of the- study Samkhya is primarily concerned with metaphysics 

(cosmology) and epistemology. Metaphysically, Sarhkhya is dualistic recognizing the 

independent existence of the dual principle of Prakrti (the principle of matter, which 

is active) and Puru$a (the principle of consciousnessfWhich is inactive). Actually, the 

nature of both Prakrti and Puru$a and their relationships host the central doctrine of 

philosophical thought of this system. Prof. J.N. Sinha has asserted in this context, "It 

is opposed to atomistic pluralism of the Vaise~ika, on the one hand and 

uncompromising monism of Advaita Vedanta, on the other, which regards the 

Brahman or Absolute Spirit alone as the ultimate reality and the individual souls and 

the world as its appearances." 12 The Sarhkhya system has taken up the task of 

illustrating how this world of multiplicity has brought into existence through the 

process of evolution from PraATti. Further this system has taken in their positions on 

the doctrine of causation (Satkiiryavada) and the evolution (Pari~1amavada). Sari1khya 

tradition also speaks up that there are three forms of Pari~ama- Dharma, Lalcya~a and 

Avastha. These are also accepted in Yoga-Siitra. 

The present study focuses on the one of the important tenets of Samkhya philosophy 

namely, its theory of causation. Its theory of causation came to be known the doctrine 

of pre-existence of effect (Satkaryavada) in the material cause and the theory of 

evolution (Paril:zamavada). The entire metaphysical structure of Samkhya 

philosophical thought is rooted in its doctrine according to which there is no 

production of the non-existent entity and destruction of existent entity. In my 

proposed dissertation, I shall discuss Satkaryavada with special reference to Pra/q-ti 

11 Bhagavad Gita., v.S.4, 16.1. Quotation taken from P.K.S. Nair, The Sarilkhya System, (Delhi: New 
Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 3. 
12 Sihna, J. Indian Philosophy, Vol. I (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. ltd.,2006) p. 1 
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Pari!Jiimaviida of Sarhkhya philosophy. Satkiiryaviida is one of the theories of 

causality which have been propounded not only by Sarhkhya philosophy but also by 

the two schools ofVedanta tradition i.e. Advaita Vedanta which accepts Vivartaviida 

and ViH.$!iidvaita which accepts Brahma Pari!Jiimaviida. Besides Satkiiryaviida, there 

are other. theories of causalities such as Asatkiiryaviida of Nyaya and 

Pratltyasamutpiida of Buddhism. 

Causality implies a host of philosophical problems which are kept to different 

branches of philosophical studies. However my aim here is to expound the notion of 

cause as it is understood by different philosophical schools of classical India. I shall 

try to show that (a) the doctrine of causality is taken more seriously in some Indian 

philosophical schools of thought than it had been a different situation in western 

philosophical schools and (b) the notion of change is taken more serious consideration 

in the context of doctrine of causality. Here I am more focusing on the point (b) than 

the first one (a), because the notion of change is involved in the doctrine of causality 

and also offers as per my dissertation work is concerned which I am looking forward 

to its Indian philosophical disposition not rather than western philosophical schools. 

To substantiate the second point (b), I shall first very briefly begin with the 

conceptual understanding of change. In our day to day life, we always perceive 

constant changes in the world. Some of them are seemingly automatic which means it 

occurs due to without the efforts of some perceptible agents. For e.g. the snows of the 

mountain melt into the water and run towards the river and sea. But it happens when 

the sun shines brightly and spread the heat. Here sun provides heat is automatic; there 

are no efforts of this perceptible agent. But sometimes the changes seem to be due to 

some efforts of perceptible active agent. For e.g. a potter turns the clay into a pot with 

help of his rod and wheel or a weaver turns the threads into a cloth with help of a 

loom, shuttle etc. All these changes sometimes occur so rapidly that we can see them 

happening, but sometimes they are very slow though we can only infer the change by 

seeing the objects changed after the lapse of a considerable time. But sooner and latter 

everything is found to be changed. 13 

13 M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p. 1 
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It has been clearly mentioned in the above explanatio~ 1 that we perceive constant 

changes in the world. But I would like to bring attention 1
1 

;ere about the blind persons. 
, I 

A blind man does not much bother about these change;~ he takes it for granted. If 
I 

someone may ask to him why there is a change, he will] 1 ost probably answer that it 

occurred due to causes that suggests that some active ag I: ! ts do act on passive objects 
•i I 

and change its form or shape into some other form or j ·hape. Though it looks very 

easy to explain; but when we confront with this noti \ ht.of change, we find some 

serious difficulties. l .r" 
!I 
)I, 

Before considering the theories accounting for the notio \ ~f change and its difficulties 
I' I 

involved in the concept, it would be worthwhile to kno ' 'the importance of causation. 
! I 

Causation constitutes an important doctrine in schools q 1 Indian philosophy. What is 

the idea to bring the theory of causation in Indian philos: ~~hy which has been come an 
II 

importance for philosophers. Or what the logic is behini
1 

I of it to brin.g the doctrine of 
lj I 

causality? Actually, the issue is- whether an effect is pr' iexistent in its material cause 
\I 

prior to its production or whether an effect is a new .entity and it is non-existent in its 
" material cause. We can put it in a different form- fon!: 

1

er suggests that, whether an 
Ill 

effect is non-different from its cause and latter suggests 1: hat an effect is different from 
ill 

•, I 

its cause. This is the basis for the division of the Indian'' theories of causality into two 
! I 

kinds namely, Satkl'nyaviida and Asatkaryavada. Satkar'; Javda maintains that an effect 

pre-exists in its material cause in a potential condition : 1d it becomes manifest in the 

process of causal operation. On the other hand, Asd kiiryavada maintains that an ill 
effect does not pre-exist in its material cause before the: >rocess of causal operation. 

Jl 

The followers of Samkhya are committed to the doctri~ J of Satkarya which maintains 

that an effect is known as pre-hidden form in its :' ~terial cause even before its 

production and hence it is non-different from its caii !e; whereas the followers of 

Nyaya- Vaise~ika holds an opposite view of doctri f j of Satka1ya i.e. known as 
'·'I 

Asatka1yavfida which advocates that an effect does ~ ot pre-existent in its material II' 
. cause before the process of causal operation. There i:' .1 a new beginning and a new 

creation of an effect. Thus these two schools are sha l .iy divided on the issue of the 
. I 

relation between the material cause and its effect an; j they are so much convinced 
\' 

about their respective stands. 



The Samkhya in conformity with its theory of causation is mainly based on its 

doctrine of Prakrti (i.e. one primordial principle). Samkhya believes in Prakrti 

Paril;amavada, which suggests that all the products of the world are contained 

implicitly in the bosom of Prakrti and production would mean merely a modification 

(Parirrama) of an effect from its implicit condition to an explicit condition. But it is 

quite opposite to Nyaya- Vaise~ika with regard to the production of an effect. The 

followers of Nyaya- Vaise~ika in conformity with their doctrine of the origin of non-

existence of effect (asatkarya) believe that the ultimate material cause of the world is 

not one but many atoms (paramarrus). They are earth, water, fire and air. This 

doctrine tells us that an effect is said to be non-existent before its production and 

therefore an effect is also different from its respective material cause. "Production, 

according to the Nyaya- Vaise~ika, is an instance of the many (atoms or parts) giving 

rise to the one (whole) and not the one Prakrti becoming many as in the Sa1i1khya-

y oga. The one is not a development (Pari~wma) of the many atoms but a creation 

(Arambha) according to the Nyaya- Vaise~ika." 14 Here I am not going to explain in 

details because third chapter of my present study reveals the situation between both 

Sa1i1khya and Nyaya. 

The Parirramavada of Sarilkhya system is an inevitable outcome of its doctrine of pre-

existent effects (Satkaryavada). Parirramavada is a doctrine which involves a real 

change in the cause in the process of production of an effect. Pari~wma is understood 

by Sa1nkhya in terms of change, which means Pari~wma stands for the change a thing 

from one condition or form to another condition as when a leaf undergoes a change, 

its colour is green state which changes to another condition i.e. yellow or when clay 

changes from its condition of lump into that of a pot. Samkhya system recognizes the 

two kinds of Parirrama. There is a homogeneous change (Sanlpa) in Prakrti when all 

three gurras are in the state of equilibrium. The gu~ws change within itself without 

disturbing the other. That is, sativa changes into sattva, rajas into rajas and lamas 

into lamas. The other kind of change takes place when one of the gurras dominates 

over the others and equilibrium is disturbed and evolution takes place. Such change is 

called heterogeneous change ( Virupa). And when evolution takes place we have the 

production of particular objects and it is the starting point of world's evolution. Prof. 

14 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pari(liima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 
2005) p. xi 
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Nair has claimed that, "In classical Sarhkhya we get as categories in the series of 

evolution, the object, the sense, the mind, the intellect the avyakta and Puru$a as the 

twenty fifth principles. In Upani.yad we can find the origin of this series of 

evolution." 15 Therefore Prakrti, Puru .. w, mahat, aharhkiira, eleven sense organs, five 

lanmiilras or subtle elements and five gross elements are called the twenty-five 

principles of the Sarhkhya philosophy. Thus Sarhkhya doctrine of Pari~wmii does not 

allow the origin of production of anything new. It is totally opposed to Nyaya-

Vaise~ika doctrine of production of new entity (Arambha). There are other schools of 

philosophical thought which do subscribe the doctrine of Pari~wmii such as 

VW$/iidvaila ofRamanuja and the Jain. Pari~1iimawlda of Sarhkhya differs from both 

the view of Vi.5i.yfiidvaita and Jainism. "The Vi.5i$!iidvaila and the Jainism understand 

Pari~wmii as involving a change wherein the substance remains the same, but its form 

to be different (i.e. they believe that the form is not pre-figured in its material cause 

and hence new). The Sarhkhya-Yoga believes that the form is also not new, since it is 

also pre-figured in its material cause." 16 

Pramii is valid knowledge of what was not known before. The method or source 

which leads up to such valid knowledge is called Pranul~za. Sarhkhya admits only 

three independent source of valid knowledge or Pramii~za viz. perception (Pratyka$a), 

inference (Anumiina) and verbal testimony (Sabda). All systems of classical Indian 

philosophy accept Prazyka.ya as the first Pramii~a of all knowledge. In order to 

understand Sarhkhya theory of causality, the present research has been made to 

discuss the epistemological position of Sarhkhya philosophy. In this context, Dr. 

Radhakrishnan has remarked as "Knowledge produced through sense-activity is 

perception. When a thing like a jar comes within the range of vision, buddhi or 

intellect is so modified as to assume the form of the jar; the soul becomes aware of the 

existence of the jar". 17 All these doctrines of Satkii1ya, Pari~wmii and theory of 

knowledge of Sarhkhya have provided a lot of analysis by comparing to different 

schools of Indian philosophy and we need to thoroughly discuss on these issues. 

15 Nair, P.K.S., The Siirilkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 4 
16 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 
2005) p. xii 
17 Radhakrishnan, 5., Indian Philosophy, (New York: Oxford University, 1989) pp. 297-98 
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In order to study Satkiiryaviida, I shall be dealing with the following three 

problematic issues about the notion of causality which have been dominant in 

discussions with regard to the Satkiiryaviida. These three problems are: 

I. Satkiiryaviida as a theory of Causality is philosophically contested concept. 

Pari1Jiimaviida has been contested by Sarilkhya and Vedanta (Advaita and 

isi.$!iidvaita).Whereas Sarilkhya advocates Prakrti Pari1Jiimaviida, Advaita 

Vedanta develops Brahma Vivartaviida and isi$!iidvaita proposes Brahma 

Pari1Jiimaviida. I would like to develop the contending claims by these 

schools. 

2. I'll discuss the basic problematic ofSamkhya metaphysics (cosmology) which 

is dualistic on the one hand and evolutionary with equilibrium on the other. 

The Siirilkhya conceives of a certain state which is called Avyakta or 

unmanifested, where even the manifestation of mind is not present, but only 

the causes exist in Mula Prakrti. It is also called Prakrti. Beyond this Prakrti, 

and eternally separate from it, is the Puru~·a, the soul ofthe Samkhya which is 

without attributes and omnipresent. The Puru.$a is not the doer but the witness. 

3. Finally, I'll compare and contrast Satkiiryaviida with Arabhaviida on the one 

hand and Asatkiiryaviida on the other. Whereas for Sarhkhya the effect pre-

exists in its material cause and for Nyaya the effect does not pre- exist in its 

material cause, but it is completely a new entity of its cause. 

These debates will be discussed in the three respective chapters or we can put it as 

different manner; the present work is organised in three chapters: 

In Chapter- I entitled "Contending Positions on Satkiiryaviida: An Outline", 1 have 

presented a comparative picture of Pari1Jiimaviida in the highlight ofSankara School 

of Advaita Vedanta and Brahma Pari1Jiimaviida of Visi$!iidvaita Vedanta. Though 

Sarikara subscribes Satkiiryaviida which is not compatible with Pari1Jiimaviida, but it 

is compatible with Vivartaviida. And then a thoroughgoing analysis made to show 

how Satkii1yaviida is not compatible with Paril}iimaviida and how Pari~1iimaviida 

leads to Vivartaviida. After that Sarikara's explanation is attempted to study the 

Bra/una Vivartaviida, where he explains the relation between Brahman and the world. 
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In Chapter- II entitled "Sarnkhya: Metaphysics (Cosmology) and Epistemology: An 

Exposition", I have offered an account of the dualism of Prakrti and Puru.5a. 1 am 

going to expound the Samkhya account of the nature of Prakrti and Purusa and the 

philosophical arguments which were taken as an examination to prove the existence 

of Prakrti and Puru~·a by the Samkhya system. And then it is followed by the 

discussion of the theory of gwJaS and how the evolution takes place. And also the role 

of the three gu~1as namely siittva, rajas and tiimas which are constituents parts of 

Prakrti. In the section of evolution, how the equilibrium state (gwJiiniim 

siimyiivasthii) is disturbed and leads to the process of evolution of the objects of the 

world. 

In Chapter- Ill entitled "Samkhya on Prakrti PariiJiimaviida: A Critical 

Examination", I have focused on the debate between Satkiiryaviida and 

Asatkiiryaviida. This chapter also gives an account of the Samkhya theory of Satkiirya 

and the arguments that have been advanced by ISvarakr~Qa in defence of this doctrine. 

And it is followed by a presentation of the Nyaya objections to doctrine of Satkiirya 

and the Samkhya defence of Satkiiryaviida by refuting of these objections. Here the 

main questions will be dealt are those, does an effect pre-figure in its material cause? 

Or is an effect known as hidden form of pre-existence in its material cause? Or where 

does the effect derive its essence? What is the status of cause when an effect comes 

into existence? Is it totally removed or is it still to continue? I shall take up these 

issues to discuss in this proposed chapter. This chapter is a study in order to get a 

better picture of the two contesting doctrines of causation namely, Satkiiryaviida and 
Asatkiiryaviida. 

We shall adopt a method which is comparative, critical and analytic. It is comparative 

because I'll compare and contrast Sa1i1khya and Nyaya. T'he philosophy of Samkhya 

can never be understood in its totality without reference to contending theories of 

causation from rival schools of Indian philosophy. And I'll critically evaluate 

Samkhya's position with that ofNyaya. 
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Chapter I 

Contending Positions on Satkiiryaviida: An Outline 

Introduction 

In this Chapter I am going to expound and examine the contending philosophical 

positions on Satkiiryaviida with special reference to Vivartaviida of Advaita Vedanta 

and Brahma Pari~1iimavada of VW.5tadvaila Vedanta. Before going to highlight 

contending position on Salkiiryavada, it is necessary to understand Satkiiryavada as 

well as Pari~iimaviida. Salkaryavadins advocate that an effect is known as pre-

hidden form of pre-existence in its material cause in a potential condition and it 

becomes manifest in the process of causal operation. 18 This also suggests that an 

effect is non- different from its cause. On the basis of 'an effect is non- different from 

its cause', we ~ave two theories in respect of process of production of an effect in the 

cause. And the question arises- is the effect a real transformation or a modification of 

its cause? Or is the effect an unreal appearance of its cause? Those who maintain that 

the effect is a real modification of its cause are called Pari~amavadin; whereas those 

who maintain that the effect is an unreal appearance of its cause are called 

VivarJavadin. San1khya believes m Pari~amaviida. According to doctrine of 

Pari~iimavada, when an effect is being produced, there is a real modification of the 

cause into an effect, for e.g. milk gives rise to the production of curd. Advaita 

Vedanta believes in Vivartaviida and according to Vivartavadin, the production of an 

effect involves merely an apparent change in the cause, e.g. when we see a snake in a 

~;~That means, the rope is not reany transfonneO inlo a ~n~It· ~~~ij~[J l·nr 1~ ~ 
Y rppears as a snake h t . , ' ll~ ' u Jt 1S not real/ tL . 
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of the previous aspect (dharma) and the appearance of another aspect of a substance 

(dharmi), while the substance itself remains constant". 19 The Yukti Dfpikii states the 

process of Pari~:z{una as "just as palasa leaf under the impact of heat and such other 

efficient causes give up its greenness and becomes yellow and yet does not lose its 

identity of palasa-hood".20 We can imply from above instances, when an object or 

any substance is undergoing of the process of Pariuama, it never loses its own 

identity. Here the concept of Pari~1ama is understood in terms of change or 

modification or transformation, or the same thing can be put in a different manner as 

the word 'Pari~:zama' deliberately means a 'change'. First of all we have to 

understand, what do you mean by change? Here the 'change' has been discussed as 

the change of only aspects or qualities of substance, while the substance itself remains 

unchanged or unaffected; it means the existing qualities of an object disappear and 

different set of qualities appear instead of that place. When we are saying 'the existing 

qualities disappear', that does not necessarily mean that they are completely removed 

or have gone into nothing; rather it only means that they have gone out of our sight, 

they lapsed into their unmanifest state. When we are saying 'different set of qualities 

appear', that does not necessarily mean "the qualities that hitherto remained 

unmanifest and were not in our sight have become manifest and come into our 

sight"?' For example, clay is changed into a pot; the pot is not something ~utside 

clay, but the pot itself is an aspect of the clay which remains unmanifest in the clay 

even before its production and it becomes manifest at the time of causal operation by 

the potter with the help of other sufficient causes. Similarly when a pot is destroyed; 

that is rendered into pot-halves. It does not mean that pot is completely vanished or 

removed. Rather it only means that the pot is lapsed into its causal state of pot-halves. 

Therefore Pari~:zama does not allow totally a new production and the complete 

destruction of the existing one. 

We have to understand Samkhya view of Prakrti Pari~1amavada in the light of its 

b 
·t· Sa-1rz· khya is dualistic in nature. Jt is dualistiC becauSe of its doctrine of a ove post 10n. 

1 
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Chapter I 

Contending Positions on Satkiiryaviida: An Outline 

Introduction 

In this Chapter I am going to expound and examine the contending philosophical 

positions on Satkii1yavada with special reference to Vivartavada of Advaita Vedanta 

and Brahma Paril)iimaviida of Visi.J!iidvaita Vedanta. Be_fore going to highlight 

contending position on Satkiiryaviida, it is necessary to understand Satkiiryavada as 

well as Pari!Jiimaviida. Satkiiryavadins advocate that an effect is known as pre-

hidden form of pre-existence in its material cause in a potential condition and it 

becomes manifest in the process of causal operation. 18 This also suggests that an 

effect is non- different from its cause. On the basis of 'an effect is non- different from 

its cause', we ~ave two theories in respect of process of production of an effect in the 

cause. And the question arises- is the effect a real transformation or a modification of 

its cause? Or is the effect an unreal appearance of its cause? Those who maintain that 

the effect is a real modification of its cause are called Paril)iimavadin; whereas those 

who maintain that the effect is an unreal appearance of its cause are called 

Vivartaviidin. Siiri1khya believes in Pari!Jiimaviida. According to doctrine of 

Paril)iimaviida, when an effect is being produced, there is a real modification of the 

cause into an effect, for e.g. milk gives rise to the production of curd. Advaita 

Vedanta believes in Vivartavada and according to Vivartaviidin, the production of an 

effect involves merely an apparent change in the cause, e.g. when we see a snake in a 

rope. That means, the rope is not really transformed into a snake; actually the rope 

only appears as a snake, but it is not really the case. 

1.1 PariiJtima 

It is one of the basic features of Satkiityaviida in Samkhya system. Basically, the 

notion of 'Pari!Jiima' is conceptually understood by different philosophical traditions 

of classical India. Pari!Jiima has been defined by the Yoga Bhasya as "disappearance 

18Kar, B. Analitycal Studies in the Samkhya Philosophy, (Utkal University: P.G. Department of 
Philosophy, 1977) p. 15 
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of the previous aspect (dharma) and the appearance of another aspect of a substance 

(dharmi), while the substance itself remains constant". 19 The Yukti DTpikii states the 

process of Pari!Jiima as "just as palasa leaf under the impact of heat and such other 

efficient causes give up its greenness and becomes yellow and yet does not lose its 

identity of palasa-hood".20 We can imply from above instances, when an object or 

any substance is undergoing of the process of Paril:ziima, it never loses its own 

identity. Here the concept of Pari!Jiima is understood in terms of change or 

modification or transformation, or the same thing can be put in a different manner as 

the word 'Pari!Jiima' deliberately means a 'change'. First of all we have to 

understand, what do you mean by change? Here the 'change' has been discussed as 

the change of only aspects or qualities of substance, while the substance itself remains 

unchanged or unaffected; it means the existing qualities of an object disappear and 

different set of qualities appear instead of that place. When we are saying 'the existing 

qualities disappear', that does not necessarily mean that they are completely removed 

or have gone into nothing; rather it only means that they have gone out of our sight, 

they lapsed into their unmanifest state. When we are saying 'different set of qualities 

appear', that does not necessarily mean "the qualities that hitherto remained 

unmanifest and were not in our sight have become manifest and come into our 

sight". 21 For example, clay is changed into a pot; the pot is not something o'utside 

clay, but the pot itself is an aspect of the clay which remains unmanifest in the clay 

even before its production and it becomes manifest at the time of causal operation by 

the potter with the help of other sufficient causes. Similarly when a pot is destroyed; 

that is rendered into pot-halves. It does not mean that pot is completely vanished or 

removed. Rather it only means that the pot is lapsed into its causal state of pot-halves. 

Therefore Pari!Jclma does not allow totally a new production and the complete 

destruction of the existing one. 

We have to understand Sarhkhya view of Prakrti Pari!Jiimavada in the light of its 

above position. Scimkhya is dualistic in nature. It is dualistic because of its doctrine of 

two ultimate realities. Sarhkhya accepts two ultimate reals namely, Prakrti (stands for 

19Yoga- Bhiisyo,lll. 13. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian 
Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad :Virna! Prakashan, 1973) pp.S0-51 
2°Chakravarti, P. Yukti-0/pika, (Calcutta: Calcutta Sanskrit Series No. 23) p. 90 
21 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 

200S)p.57 
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the principle of primordial matter) and Puru.ya (stands for the principle of 

consciousness). Puru .. w is neither cause nor effect, whereas Prakrti does the function 

as the ultimate material cause of all products in the world. 

1.1.2 Prakrti as the Primordial or Ultimate Material Cause 

We all experience that the world as constituted of a manifold of objects. The Sarilkhya 

tradition asks: what is the cause of these objects? The Samkhyas answer by saying 

that Prakrti is the ultimate (first) cause of all objects, including our body, mind, 

senses and intelligent.22 We observe that every object arises out of (is caused by) 

other objects. So curd is produced from milk and a pot is from clay. For Satilkhya, 

milk and clay are proximate causes of respective curd and pot, but not ultimate 

causes. So that Samkhya tries to know how did they come to be? Or more generally 

the question is: what is the ultimate stuff or primordial cause of all products of the 

world? Sari1khya obtains to a single primordial material cause of the world, namely, 

Prakrti. Actually, for Naiyayikas the ultimate material cause is not one but many 

atoms {parmanus). They are four kinds, ·namely, air, fire, water and earth. In fact, 

Sarilkhya argues that there must be some finest and subtlest stuff underlying all 

phenomenal existence. Prakrti is such a principle and it is both first and ultimate 

cause of all objects. Pralq-ti is both material and efficient cause of all products. "The 

Sa1i1khya-Yoga philosophy never admits the causality of Puru.ya". 23 Puru.ya can 

neither be the material cause (upadana ktiral}a) nor an efficient cause (nimitta kiiralJa) 

of the world. Dr. Anima Sen Gupta states that ·'the Upain,wd have emphatically 

declared that Puru.ya is by nature immutable and non-attached (asmhga). Admission 

of the non-causal nature of Puru$a alone will keep intact the unchanged-ability and 

non-attachment of the spiritual principle."24 In the accordance of Sari1khya, a cause 

can never be aparil}ami, it must be pari~1ami, and the category Puru$a can never 

produce an effect. That is the reason Samkhya has never been giving any statement 

about the causality of Puru$a. In order to produce an effect the cause must eithet 

undergo change or it must provide active influence to bring about the effect. 

Therefore, the cause restricts to be immutable and it must have changeability. And 

22Puligandla, R. Fundamentals of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: O.K. Printworld (P) Ltd., 1994) p. 120 
23Siirilkhya Pravacana Sutra,.l. 75. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Pariaiima 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 58 
24Sen Gupta, A. Classical Siirilkhya: A Critical Study, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers 
Pvt. Ltd., 1982) p. 119 
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Puru.ya has the quality of being immutable, cannot be the cause of the world. "The 

Samkhya-Yoga is the first in the fold of orthodox systems to declare that immutability 

and causality cannot belong to one and the same sattva".Z5 But a query comes to our 

mind, why it should be stated that Prakrti is the ultimate or primordial cause of the 

world? Why it cannot be any finite or limited entity among the evolutes of Prakrti as 

the material cause? "The Samkhya- Yoga replies that what is limited cannot be the 

material cause of alr'.26 This subject means that it can never be possible at all that any 

finite or limited entity can be the material (upadana) for all entities. For example, oil-

seed cannot be the material cause of a pot. Finite things such as wood, gold, clay etc. 

can be the material causes of their respective effects which are also finite and among 

of them cannot function as the material cause of all products in the world. The 

Chandogya Upani.yad says, "Which is limited is perishable''. 27 On the other hand the 

Vedas declare "Pradhana as the cause of the world".28 Here 'Pradhana' is defined as 

the root cause of the world, since it does not evolve from any other thing. By 

accepting this principle, Samkhya- Yoga philosophy named one imperishable ultimate 

cause known as Pralq·ti, which is the primordial material cause for all products in the 

world. Anirudha says that there being no root, there is no cause; the Mula Prakrti, the 

cause which is root-less and the root of all products.29 

1.1.3 Kinds of PariJJlima 

We have already seen that the concept of PariJJ[Jma does not allow totally a new 

production and the complete destruction of the existing one, but it implies the 

manifestation of the unmanifest. Thus, Samkhya defends that 'mahat' evolves from 

Prakrti, the evolute 'mahat' is not foreign to its evolvent Prakrti; it was already in 

Prakrti in an unmanifest condition.30 What was an unmanifest condition in its causal 

state becomes manifest in its effect state. Likely, when mahat evolves into ahamkara; 

25Sari1khya Pravacana Bhasya,.l.75. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 58 
26Samkhya Pravacana Sutra,.l. 76. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)ama 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 58 
27Chandogya Upanisad., VII. 24.1. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)ama 
in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 58 
28 It has been quoted in Samkhya Pravacana Sutra., I. 77, for details see K. Chenchulakshmi, The 
Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 59 
29 Samkhyo Pravacana Sutra., I. 67. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 60 
3° Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 
2005) p. 70 
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the ahamkara must be known as pre-hidden fonn in its cause in an unmanifest fonn. 

From the above discussion, we can assume that an evolute can never be different from 

its evolvent, according to Pari!Jlimavada. 

There are two kinds of Pari!Jlima or changes in the process of evolution of Prakrti 

into the objects of the world. (A) Sariipa and Viriipa Pari~1Zima, (B) Tattvantra 

Pari!Jlima 

Sariipa and Viriipa Pari~ztima : 

We know that gu~ws of Prakrti are always dynamic. To say -that they are dynamic, it 

means that they are undergoing change or these gu~1as are said to be ever changing. 

They cannot remain static even for a moment. This change is of two kinds namely, 

. Sariipa and Viriipa Pari!Jlima. When the gu~ws are changing among themselves 

without inter-mixing and without giving rise to any new effect, it is called 

homogeneous change or Sariipa Pari!Jlima (sadrsa-Pari~1Zima). That is sattva changes 

into sattva. This kind of change does not disturb the equilibrium state of gu!Jas, 

because the gu!Jas cannot produce anything in this change; because they don't oppose 

with one another. No objects of the world can arise unless the equilibrium is disturbed 

and one predominates over other two. Thus the evolution cannot take place, but 

evolution takes place when there is heterogeneous change in the gu!Jas. When the 

gu!Jas are intennixing and giving rise to new effect, at that time the change is called 

heterogeneous change or Viriipa Pari!Jlima (visadrsa Paril)ama). But in both kinds of 

Pari!Jlima there is no replacement of the substance by a totally different substance, 

rather it is a manifestation of the same substance in a different fonn. "In Sarilpa 

Paril)ama, a single gu!Jas e.g. sattva manifest itself in different fonns while producing 

its kind, whereas in Viriipa Pari!Jlima, the three gu~ws jointly themselves in different 

fom1s with predominance of one over the other two."31 

Tattvtintra Pari~ztima: 

This kind of Pari!Jlima states that one tattva gives rise to another tattva. It stands for 

the evolution of a different category of existence. For example, when ahamklira is 

evolved from buddhi, or the tanmlitrlis are evolved from aharhklira, or the five gross 

elements are evolved from the five tanmlitrlis. In this kind of PariFZima, the change or 

31 Ibid., p. 71 
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transition IS from the subtle to gross state. Vacaspati Misra observes that the 

difference between one tattva and another consists in the degree of their subtlety or 

grossness.32 Prof. Dasgupta highlights on this issue, "Though the tanmatras are 

evolved from ahamkara, the traces of ahariJkara are not easily traceable in them; they 

acquire proprieties which differ widely from those of ahamkara. Similarly,the 

evolution of atoms from tanmatras, as depicted in yoga, is a case of tattvantra-

Paril;ama, because the atoms acquire sensible properties which are absent in the 

tanmatras ."33 We can again distinguish this kind of Pari~1ama into three fold. 

4. Dharma-PariJJama 

5. La/cyaJJa-Pari~?ama 

6. Avastha-PariJJama 

Dharma-Pari~l(/ma 

We generally differentiate between the substance (dharmi) and aspect (dharma) of an 

object. The Dharma-Pari~1ama or the change of aspect is the change that an element 

undergoes through its various manifestations. 34 The change wherein the original 

substance (dharmi) remains unchanged while its aspects (dharmas) appear or 

disappear, for example, a leaf always remains a leaf in essence (dharmi) but its colour 

(dharma) changes from green to yellow. The essence of an object is always constant 

but its properties are changed, which accounts for the identity of cause and the effect. 

Therefore Dharma-PariJJama stands "for the appearance and the disappearance of the 

qualities in or from a substance that abides. ''35 

Lak~a~a-Pari~liima 

La/cyaJJa-PariJJtima or the change of mark refers to the change of an aspect (dharma) 

in a time series. "All the aspects (dharmas) that an object presents at different times 

may be viewed as existing in the object as latent, actual and sublatent form which may 

32 Sarilkhya Tattva Kaumudl. Ill. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Pariaama 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p.71 
33 Dasgupta, S.N. Yoga as the Philosophy and Religion, (London: Kegan Paul, Trubener and co. 1924) p. 
40-41 
34 Bhratiya, M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad: Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p.51 
35 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pariaama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p. 73 
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be termed as past, present and future."36 So the manifestation of an object has to be 

understood from the point of view of three stages- past, present and future. Before the 

operation of cause, an aspect exists in the material cause in a sublatent (future) form; 

after its production, it exists in its actual (present) form and it lapses into its latent 

(past) form, when it gets destruction. Samkhya already stated that the view- there is 

no production of non-existent entity and destruction of existent entity. The Yoga 

Bhasya illustrates "it by smile of a passionate man, who, when attached to a particular 

woman, is not absolutely free from his passion towards other women."37 Actually 

what happens- his passion towards a particular woman becomes prominent at that 

time, while his passion becomes latent towards other women. 

Avasthii-Pari~tiima 

"Avastha-PariJJtima or change of state is the change that an aspect undergoes in every 

succeeding moment in any of its particular stages in time-series."38 Thus, an aspect 

exists in its present stage, which is generally regarded to be new. Its newness starts to 

decrease in every succeeding moment or its newness is changing in every succeeding 

moment. So what was brand new becomes new, from new it becomes old, from old it 

turns older and so on. Thus the aspect (dharma) remains same, but it undergoes 

change with reference to time series. This can be explained by the case of a man. A 

man passes through childhood, adolescence, youth and old age. 39 There is another 

explanation of a woman who becomes a daughter in relation to her parents, becomes 

mother in relation to her son and daughter, and becomes sister in relation to her 

brother.40 

The author of Yoga-Bhasya also states that ultimately there is only one change, which 

is differently described under different circumstances.41 So that when the earth 

material is giving rise to a pot, first of all earth material is turned into a lump and from 

the lump, it takes another form and then another shape. In this way it passes through 

36 Ibid., p. 73 
37 Yoga- Bhiisya., Ill. 13. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parioama in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p.74 
38 Bhratiya, M.C and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973) p. 52 
39 Sihna, J. A History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II., (Calcutta: Central Book Agency, 1952) p. 115 
4° Chakrabarti, P. Origin and Development of Sarilkhyo System of Thought, (New Delhi: Munshiram 
Manoharlal Publishers, 1975)p. 262 
41 Yoga- Bhiisya., Ill. 13. Quotation taken fro~ K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parioama in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 74 
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different aspect till it is turned into a pot. What we call the change of aspect (Dharma-

PariJJama). "The pot again, in its tum, reaches its present stage in a time series. This 

is a change of mark (Lakya}Ja-PariJJama).Then again, the pot changes showing 

comparative oldness and newness in every succeeding moment, and this is called 

change of state (Avastha-PariJJama)."'42 All these changes do not change original 

substance, which remains unaffected or constant throughout. 43 

For Sa1nkhya, change is only the appearance and disappearance of qualities or 

properties in or from an enduring substance. Change does not involve any 

replacement of one substance by another; rather it is only the change of form or shape, 

while the substance remains constant or unchanged. So the substance that remains 

unaffected is called dharmi while the varying aspects of substance are called 

dharmas. "So the different kinds of Pari~1ama are nothing but the modification of the 

same substance viewed from different standpoints."44 

Sarhkhya doctrine of Pari}Jama is very different from Buddhistic doctrine of universal 

flux. There should not be any confusion between them. According to Buddhistic 

doctrine of universal flux, there are only aspects of substance which appear and 

disappear at every moment and there is no such as substance as it appears and 

disappears. "Buddhism rejects the idea of dharma or abiding principle, apart from the 

dharmas that appear and disappear."45 There is a contrast between Sarhkhya and 

Buddhism on 'change'. For Buddhism, change involves only replacement of one 

entity by another entity, "a thing is not the same at the different moments or in 

different places. Every variation of time and place makes one thing 'another' thing."46 

"One element of reality does not change or grow into another but gives rise to 

another. 'The elements do not change, but disappear."47 whereas for Sarhkhya, change 

does not involve any replacement of on substance by another. In this context, 

42 Tattva-Vaisaradi on Yoga-Bhasya., Ill. 13. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N.Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 52 
43 Ibid., p. 52 
44 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Poril')oma in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p. 75 
45 Ibid., p.75 
46 Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, Vol. I, (S.Gravenhage: Mountaon and Co. 1958) p.402 
47Stcherbatsky, The Central Conception of Buddhism, (Calcutta: Sushil Gupta Ltd. 1961) p. 32 
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Jainism also recognises the "reality of both permanence and change, it believes that 

whereas the 'substance' remains the same, its modes change."48 

The notion of change as understood by Samkhya is bit different from Nyaya-

Vaise~ika point of view. For Nyaya-Vaise~ika, change implies only the production of 

something new and IS neither appearance nor disappearance of qualities in an 

enduring substance. "According to Nyaya, all effects-substance are wholes 

(avayavins) made out of parts (avayavas)."49 For instance- a table is a whole which is 

made out of wooden parts. And a necklace is a whole which is also made out of parts 

of gold. So, here 'change' can be understood as addition or subtraction of parts to the 

particular object like table or necklace. By addition or subtraction of parts to a 

particular object lead to the destruction of existing entity and origination of new 

entity. So change can be understood in Nyaya as "it involves either destruction of 

existing whole or the origination of a different whole."50 But Samkhya conception of 

change suggests that the appearance and disappearance of qualities or properties in or 

from an enduring substance, though Nyaya-Vaise~ika and Buddhism reject the notion 

of change as understood by Samkhya system. It is only Samkhya system which 

explains the most intelligible notion of Pari~1iima (change). So far as Advaita Vedanta 

philosophy is concerned, it accepts only one immutable reality i.e. Brahman. For 

Advaita Vedantins, all the changes are merely apparent illusory. Therefore, it makes 

clear that among all the orthodox Indian philosophical systems, the notion of 

PariJJiima (change) belongs to exclusively to the Samkhya system. 51 

To summarize the above illustration about the conceptual understanding of 

PariJJiimaviida, that comes under the Samkhya doctrine of Prakrti PariJJiimaviida. 

First of all PariJJiima is not a totally new entity and also the complete of existing one. 

And then it is followed by the description about Prakrti as the primordial or ultimate 

material cause of the universe, where I discussed Samkhya-yoga view of Prakrti 

PariJJiimaviida and then it is shown, how Samkhya-Yoga admits the causality of 

Prakrti and why not Puru-5a. And lastly, we proceeded to the different kinds of 

PariJJiima, where we have shown how Samkhya view of Pari~1iima is different from 

48 Hiriyana, M. Outlines of Indian Philosophy, {London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1951) pp.161-165 
49 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p. 76 
50 Ibid., p.76 
51 Shastri, D.N. Critique of Indian Realism, {Delhi: Bharatiya Vidya Prakashan, 1976) pp. 246-247 
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Buddhistic doctrine of universal flux as well as Nyaya-Vaise~ika view of PariJJiima. 

But the notion of PariJJiima is not acceptable to Advita Vediintin tradition as Sarilkhya 

does. Though Sankara admits the Sarilkhya view of Satkiiryaviida but he differs in 

their interpretation of production of the effect. That means, the production of an 

effect involves merely apparent change in the cause, e.g. we see a snake in a rope. 

This is called the philosophy Vivartaviida, which is advocated by Sankara's Advaita 

Vediinta, which I shall be looking forward to take up the doctrine of vivarta in my 

next section. 

1.2 Theory of causation in Advaita Vedanta 

Sankara's Advaita Vediinta subscribes to Satkiiryaviida which is similar to Sarhkhya 

philosophy. According to Sankara, an effect must be pre-existent in its material cause 

(upiidiina kiiraiJa), which suggests that an effect is non-different from its cause. If it 

does not pre-exist in its cause, then effect cannot be said being produced. For 

example, oil cannot be produced from sand. "The effect, being non-different from the 

cause prior to its production, is also non-different from its cause after production". 52 

"The effect is said to be non-existent in its cause because it exists an unmanifest 

condition in its cause and becomes manifest in the state of the effect". 53 But if 

Sankara and Sarilkhya both have supported Satkiiryavada, then what is the point of 

their difference in doctrine of causality. They only differ in their interpretation of 

production of the effect. Siiri1khya does believe in Pari~1iimaviida. According to this, 

when an effect is being produced, there is a real modification of the cause into an 

effect, e.g. the production of curd from milk. While Advaita Vedanta believes in 

Vivartaviida and according to Vivartaviidin, the production of an effect involves 

merely an apparent change in the cause, e.g. when we see a snake in a rope. 

Before taking up Sankara' s view on Vivartaviida, it will be worthwhile to point out 

how Sankara advances his following arguments to prove Satkii1yaviida in addition to 

arguments of Sarilkhya. 

52 Sarikara-bha$ya on Vedanta Sutras, II, i. 16. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N.Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 64 
53Sarikara-bha$ya on Vedanta Sutras, U, i. 17. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N.Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 64 
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Sailkara refutes the doctrine of Asatkiiryaviida of Nyaya-Vaise~ika by attacking its 

category of inherent relation (Samaviiya Sambandh). As we know that Nyaya-

Vaise~ika admits a kind of relation called inherent relation; in which two related 

entities can be inseparable and this occurs between cause and effect, substance and 

qualities etc. For Nyaya, cause and effect are different; their relation is based on 

inseparable relation called Samaviiya. Sailkara argues if we accept the relation of 

inherent (Samaviiya Sambandh) between cause and effect, then we will also have to 

adopt another Samaviiya relation between the Samaviiya and the two terms connected 

by the Samaviiya; and again some other relation between this and terms and so on, 

which is leading to infinite regression, suppose if 'A' and 'B' are different but they 

are bound together by a relation of inherence, which we intend to designate as 'C' and 

then the relation going towards again and again. Therefore the result would posit an 

infinite series of inherence relation. "If we do not accept this another Samaviiya, there 

will arise a position in which Samaviiya will not be related to the terms related by it 

which will ultimately lead to the dissolution of the bond relating two terms of the 

Samaviiya relation. If the opponent says that Samaviiya (being itself of the form of 

relation) can be related to the two terms without the help of other relation, then, 

conjunction also (being of the form of a relation), can be related to the two terms 

related by it without the help of relation."54 But this analysis goes against Nyaya view 

of conjunction which suggests that conjunction inheres in the two terms by it by the 

Samaviiya relation. 55 Si11'1kara says the assumption of Samaviiya relation is useless, 

since substance qualities etc. are apprehended as identical. 56 

Sailkara strikes another objection against Nyaiyikas doctrine of non-existent of effect 

in tenns of the relation between cause and effect. For Nyaya, an effect is to be said 

non-existent before its origination. "A relation is possible only between two existing 

entities and not between an existing and a non-existing entity, or between two non-

existing entities."57 This subject states that, whenever entities are coming into a 

relation, they must be existent. But it can neither occur between an existing and non-

54 Bhratiya M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad :Vi mal Prakashan, 
1973) p. 64 
551bid., p.64 
56 Sankara-bhc'isya on Vedanta Sutras,ll, I. 18. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 64 
57 Ibid., ll.i.18. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of PariQcima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 92 
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existing nor both non-existing entities. Asatkiiryavada maintains that an effect is said 

to be non-existent before its origination, "The origination will be without a 

substratum .... Origination is an action therefore it must have some substratum like 

motion etc. It will be contradictory position to call something an action and without a 

substratum. When the origination of jar is spoken of which is the substratum if it is 

not the jar? The origination will be naturally regarded to have some substratum other 

than jar".58 When we say 'a jar originates' it may mean that the operative causes or 

efficient causes such as potter etc. originate the jar itself is being non-existent, but 

here the action origination cannot exist in it; it will exist in other things which are 

existent i.e. the instrumental causes such as potter. The origination of the potter 

cannot be meant because it is already existent at the time of origination of jar. "If it is 

said that origination means the relation of the effect with existence of its cause and its 

obtaining existence itself. Sar1kara asks how a thing which has not obtained existence 

itself can be related to something else."59 Relation can be possible only in two 

existing thing, not in any condition. To sum up the analysis, when we speak of the 

origination of jar, it is only possible when the jar is already existent. 

When the Asaika1yavadains state that an effect does not exist in its cause before 

origination, they suggest a limit to an effect. But it would be not worthwhile. If we 

assign a limit to the non-existing entity before origination; because we cannot 

determine it at the time of origination. And one important thing is this- the notion of a 

'limit' can apply to only real existing thing such as fields, houses etc. We can 

experience these real existing things, which also have limits; not non-existing things. 

"Non-existing is destitute of features, which would serve to distinguish it from other 

thing. Being literally nothing, it is an unreality and such an unreality cannot be spoken 

of as a limit."60 

·'If the effect were non-existent m its cause, the activity of the agent would be 

objectless, since a non-entity cannot be its object."61 This subject means, if an effect is 

said to be non-existent before origination, the activity of the causal agent will be 

58Bhratiya, M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973) p. 66 
591bid. ,p. 66 
6° Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parir:u:Jma in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakash an 
2005) pp. 92-93 
61 Sarikaro-bha~ya on Vedanta Sutros,ll, I. 18. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept 
of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 93 
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objectless, because what is non-existent that cannot become an object of experience. 

If Asatkaryavadain says that the object of causal agent is the inherent cause, then it 

would not be Wright, because the object of the causal agent is different from the 

thing, which is being produced. A potter cannot make a gold pot out of clay with staff 

and wheel. "If it is said that the effect is only an extra power of the self of the causal 

agent it will amount to concede Satkfiryavada, Sankara says."62 

Sankara argues that cause and effect are identical, because when the cause exists then 

an effect has to be existent. This subject is explained by the example a jar; which 

cannot be said existent without its material substratum (that is clay) and a cloth exists 

when threads exist. So it is not very a common rule that one has to be existent, then 

other must be existent; because cause and effect are implicated each other. For 

example- A horse is very different from a cow. It is not the case that when a cow 

exists; a horse must be existent. "Nor is the jar observed to exist only when the potter 

exists, because in this case though the relation between the two is that of case on 

effect, they are different. There_fore, the inseparability of cause and effect present a 

case for their non-difference."63 

To substantiate his view, Sankara gives an explanation- a long piece of cloth is rolled 

up; Sankara argues that we do not know whether it is a cloth or something else. But 

when the rolled cloth is unfolded, then we come to know that it is nothing but a piece 

of cloth. More or less when the cloth is rolled up, sometimes we can know that it is a 

cloth but sometimes we do not know what is the length and breadth of the cloth. 

When the rolled cloth is being unfolded; then we come to know these particulars 

about the cloth. We can link up this unrolled cloth is only manifested form of the 

rolled cloth. "Similarly, cause and effect are identical; the effect e.g., a cloth is only 

manifested form of the cause, namely, the yam, the manifestation being done by the 

operation of the instrumental causes such as a shuttle, loom, weaver etc."64 

We have already seen that the Satkfi1yavada is propounded by Sankara, which is not 

different from that of Sarhkhya. According to Sankara, the one and only reality is 

Brahman. This Brahman is the ultimate cause of this world, which is effect. Brahman 

621bid., II, i. 18. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian Philosophy, 
Part.l {Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 69 
63Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
200S)p.94 
641bid., p. 95 
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is conscious entity. 65 We know that many major parts of this world are unconscious. 

Thus Brahman and this creation or world belongs to different character of realm of 

reality. Satkiiryaviida maintains that an effect is pre-existent in its cause prior to its 

production. This doctrine also implies that cause and effect should belong to the same 

character, or else how can the effect exist in its material cause? Samkhya raises an 

objection by attacking against the view that conscious Brahman is the cause of this 

unconscious world. Sankara replies to this objection and argues that in fact we see 

such difference of character between cause and effect. "Non-intelligent things such as 

hair and nails originate from man who is acknowledged to be intelligent. Again, 

intelligent things such as scorpions, etc. are produced from the non-intelligent matter 

such as cowdung. "66 This subject states that both non-intelligent thing and intelligent 

things are compatible to each other. But here the opponents raised an objection by 

saying- actually the real cause of the non-intelligent things such as nail and hair etc. is 

the human body which is itself non-intelligent and similarly, the real effect of the non-

intelligent such as cowdung is the bodies of the scorpions which are themselves non-

intelligent.67 So that we can find there is no difference in character between cause and 

effect. But Sankara still holds that there is a difference in character between cause and 

effect. "The non-intelligent matter of the scorpion's body is the abode of an intelligent 

principle, the scorpion's soul, while its cause, the cowdung is not so .... Sankara says 

if absolute equality between the cause and effect is insisted on the relation of cause 

and effect would be annihilated."68 Sa1'1kara also admits that there is a common 

characteristic to both cause and effect. e.g. the effect the 'bodies of the scorpions' are 

existent in the cause 'cowdung' and the effect hair, nails etc. are originated from the 

cause man's body. It is quite sensible that what the theory of nature depicted, which 

suggests that it is very true in nature of earth. Similarly, in Brahman and its effect, 

this world, it is existence which is common to both.69 The above explanation is about 

Sankara's view of causation in general. So there is a common characteristic as well as 

difference between cause and effect. Both difference and identity have equal 

importance to the relation of cause and effect. Where identity between cause and 

65 Bhratiya, M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p. 71 
66 lbid.,p.71 
67 Ibid., p.71 
68 Ibid., pp.71-72 
691bid., p. 72 
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effect are emphasised on the accounts of the doctrine of causality in Samkhya 

philosophy, which is known as Satkaryavada, but this identity between cause and 

effect is not absolute identity; it is identity only with regard to which both are 

constituted and there is difference with regard to form or shape. In fact this is 

Pari!Jiimavada or the doctrine of real change. So, Sail.kara keeps himself as a true 

Pari!Jiimavadin on the phenomenal ground. 70 

Again, for Sail.kara the entire phenomenal existence is illusory and the only reality is 

Brahman. Whatever is included in this phenomenal existence must be considered as 

illusory or false from the point of supreme reality, which is Brahman. Now Vedas and 

their knowledge come under this complex of phenomenal existence. Then this also 

must be illusory. How can this illusory knowledge lead us true knowledge of 

Brahman?71 In other words, how can a real effect exist in an unreal cause? We never 

know from our ordinary experience that the real effects spring from the unreal causes. 

"A man bitten by a rope-snake (a rope is falsely taken to be a snake) certainly dies. 

Nor the water seen in mirage can be. utilized for the purposes of drinking and 

bathing."72 This objection is cleverly answered by Sail.kara, by taking into the 

consideration of practical experience. In the practical experience, for Sail.kara, we 

often see that the real effects can take place from the unreal causes. We witness that 

for sometimes death takes place when a man imagines himself to be bitten by a 

poisonous snake and a person who is in the dream, experiences that he is dying to be 

bitten by a snake or bathing in water. If it is objected that these effects of the both 

cases are themselves unreal, but Sankara replies that though these effects of both 

cases are unreal; "but the consciousness which the dreaming person attains, is not 

unreal; it is real effect because it is not sublated by his waking consciousness." 73 One 

may ask, is our dream real? Or dreaming experience of a person is real? To answer 

this query, may say that dreaming experiences are real till you are in the dream, 

because the consciousness of dreaming person is real due to he is not in the sphere of 

waking consciousness. But dreaming experiences could be unreal, when a man has 

risen after sleep, he does regard that what he had seen in the dreaming experience, is 

to be unreal. But the consciousness what he experienced of these effects of bitten by 

70 Ibid., p. 72 
71 1bid., p. 72 
721bid., p. 72 
73 Ibid., p. 72 
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snake or bathing in the water, is not regarded to be unreal. 74 This proves that unreal 

causes can give rise to real effects. 

1.3 Vivartaviida of Advaita Vedanta 

Sankara School of Advaita Vedanta completely agrees with Sarhkhya view of 

Satkiiryaviida and he states Sarilkhya is not in correct explanation of production of 

effect as real. The analysis of Satkiiryaviida explains that an effect is non-different 

from its material cause; which cannot be regarded the basis of Sarilkhya doctrine of 

Pari}Jiima (which suggests that the production of an effect involves a real change). It 

is completely fine or there is no problem with Sarilkhya's interpretation on 'the effect 

is non-different from its material cause', Sankara argues. But it shows a weak 

understanding of implication of Satkaryaviida, when it advocates the production of 

effect involves a real change. Advaita Vedantins were fully aware of this problem 

with Sarhkhya explanation of Satkaryaviida. As we know Sankara has made three 

different grades of existence of reality. Sankara argues the illustration of 

Satka1yavada as Pari}Jiima is true from the empirical point of view (vyavaharika-

satta), while explaining the production of an effect. But he also describes that it would 

be false or indefensible from the ultimate point of view {paramarthika-satta). For this 

reason, "Sarvajnatman, a follower of the SM1kara school of Advita Vedanta considers 

that Pariniimavada of Sarilkhya is prelude to Vivartavada."75 Parinamavadins defend 

that an effect is identical with cause whereas Arabhavadin advocates that cause and 

effect are different from each other; effect is totally a new entity. And also argues that 

if an effect is identical with cause, then there is no necessity for production; therefore 

there is no causation. If the effect is essentially different from its cause, then there 

cannot be any production. How can an entity produce something which is essentially 

different from itself, where the two entities are being unrelated? On the basis of this 

SM1kara keeps the doctrine of causality to the practical realm and upholds the doctrine 

of illusory change (vivarta) from the ultimate point of view or piiramiirthika-satta. 

Before we enquire into the concept of Vivartaviida, we need to bring out the basic 

74 Sankara-bhasya on Vedanta Siitras, II, i. 18. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad: Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 73. 
75Samksepa Sariraka,ll. 61. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)ama in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 95 
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difference between Vivartaviida and Pariniimavada. Vidyaranya observes, "When an 

object attains a state which is different from its present one, it is known as real change 

(PariiJiima); but when an object merely appears to be different state. It is called 

transfiguration (vivarta)."76 "Change which is of the same grade of reality IS 

transformation (PariJJiima) and change which is not the same grade of reality IS 

transfiguration (vivaria)." 77 

Now coming to doctrine of Vivartaviida by taking the famous instance of rope 

appears as a snake. When rope appears as snake, it does not come under any change 

and yet it stands for the idea of snake. Moreover rope cannot be considered as the 

cause for the snake; though it appears for an illusory snake. But to be a cause of 

snake, the rope must be either material cause or efficient cause. As we know the 

notion of material cause stands for the matter and the matter always undergoes 

change. But it is not possible in the case of 'rope appears as snake'. The rope does not 

come under any change at all and it remains as rope, which is giving the idea of 

illusory snake. So that it cannot be Tl)aterial cause for a snake; taking another the 

concept of the efficient cause which provides the external influence or effort to bring 

out changes in the material cause. But the rope cannot act any functional effort or 

active influence to the illusion of a snake. Therefore the rope is neither material nor 

efficient cause. It is fact that if there is no rope at all (that means the absence of rope), 

then we would not fall upon the idea of illusory snake. "Sailkara construes that it is 

more appropriate to consider the rope as substrate (adhis!hiina) for our experience of 

an illusory snake and not the cause because, the idea of a cause involves the notion of 

material causality or efficient causality and the rope is none of them. Yet if there is no 

rope, there is illusory snake-experience. But there would be a rope even in the absence 

of an illusory experience of a snake." 78 

The essential doctrine of identity of cause and effect, which has been already 

propounded, leads to Vivartaviida. According to Sailkara a jar is not different from 

clay, as it is everywhere same in nature as the clay. '"The form of a jar is not different 

76Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pari(lama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p.100 

. 
77Sidhanta Lesa Sarigraha. Vol. I. p. 153. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Pari(lama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 100 
78 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pari(lama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) pp. 100-01 
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from a jar and a jar is not different from the clay. Then why do we call it a jar? It is 

fictitious, merely a fancied name."79 We cannot show the essence of a jar which is 

something other than the clay that it is made of. Sankara says' "jar is merely imagined 

through delusion; the only real entity in this respect is the clay."80 "Similarly, the 

whole universe, being the effect of the real Brahman, is in reality nothing but 

Brahman."81 "That which is super-imposed has no separate existence from its 

substratum."82 That is the reason Sankara says, "The appearance of the world as 

different from Brahman is false. Therefore the world is not different from 

Brahman. "83 

1.4 Brahma Vivartaviida 

We have already dealt with the conceptual analysis qf Vivartaviida; but here we 

propose to explain how "Brahman transcends causality"84, which is based on the 

scriptural authority. The scriptures claim that Brahman ~s the only one reality. 85 That 

is immutable and devoid of parts,86 and it is unborn, great and firm. 87 It is a true fact 
I 

that the world of plurality depends on this one reality called Brahman, for its 
I 

existence. Suppose there is no Brahman, then there is no world at all. But Brahman 
I 

cannot be regarded as the cause of the world.88 Because it is known to us the principle 
I 

of causality which suggests that to be a cause, it should be either material causality or 

efficient causality. But we cannot ascribe both mateAal and efficient causality to 

79 Bhratiya, M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, ~art.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p. 75 . 
80 Veveka-Ciidiima(li of Siirikaracarya., p. 229. Quotation taken frojm M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 75 
81 Veveka-Ciidiima(li of Siirikaracarya., p. 230. Quotation taken fr~m M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 75 
82 Veveka-Ciidiima(li of Siirikaracarya., p. 231. Quotation taken frdm M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 75 
83Veveka-Ciidiima(li of Siirikaracarya., p. 231. Quotation taken frofn M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakasha'n, 1973) p. 75 
84 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pari(liima in Indian PhilosoJhy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p. 101 I 
85Chandogya Upani$had ,. VI. i. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulekshmi, The Concept of Pari(liima in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 101 I 

86Vivara(la Prameya Sarhgraha, P. 204. Quotation taken from K. C,henchulakshmi, The Concept of 
I 

Pari(liima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 101 
87 Brhiidara(lyka Upani$had. IV. iv. 20. Quotation taken from K. Ch~enchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Pari(liima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 101 
88See for details Dr. Roma Chaudhari, 'An objection against Brahma- kiira(la-Vada, PB, Vol. LXUX. Feb. 
1964, p. 58-61 
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Brahman. Brahman cannot be considered as the material or transforming cause,89 for 

being devoid of parts it cannot transform itself. 90 If Brahman were to undergo change, 

then either the whole or parts of Brahman would definitely undergo change. But if the 

whole of Brahman were to change, then it would lose its transcendence. If part of it is 

to change that means, it is divisible into parts. This analysis strikes against the 

scripture, which claims that Brahman is devoid of parts. Again change is symbol of 

imperfection and deficiency, but Brahman is perfect, "that which is full and perfect, 

adequate and independent, absolute and free, cannot undergo any change or 

transformation."91 So Brahman cannot be considered as both material and efficient 

cause. Therefore it cannot be cause of the world. Then, how can we account for the 

existence of the world of plurality, which is also change. Or we can put it another 

way, what is the relation between Brahman (which is immutable) and the world 

(which is mutable)? We cannot assert that the world is different from the Brahman, 

because it may be a contradictory position, if we can see that the scriptural assertion 

upholds the non-difference of the world from Brahman.92 And it cannot be identical 

with Brahman, because identity is not possible between the Brahman and the-world. 

So there cannot be two contradictory positions in one substance like difference and 

non-difference. SaiJkara answers such compatible view by upholding the idea of non-

difference of the world from the Brahman.93 Moreover non-difference by meant it 

cannot be identity between them, as Sarhkhya does believe in the non- difference of 

an effect from its cause and it means thereby identity. But it is very different from the 

Vivartaviidin 's notion of non-difference of the world from Brahman, which suggests 

that "it implies the denial of difference or separate being of the effect from its cause 

and not identity with the cause."94 Vacaspati Misra observes that "the Advaitain 

merely denies the different of the effect from its cause, but never affirms identity 

89 For details see Max Nolan, 'Sarikara and the causal concept', PB, Vol. LXXII, No.11. Nov1967, p. 469-
70. 
90 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p. 101 
91 Brahma, N.K. Causality and Science, (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1948) p.90 
92 Chandogya Upani$had. VI. i. 4. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)ama 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 102 
93 Sankara-bha$ya on Vedanta S{itras. II. i. 14. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept 
of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sun deep Prakash an 2005) p. 102 
94 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p. 103 
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between them."95 As we know the doctrine of Brahman of causality suggests that 

Brahman is the cause and the world is its effect. But they both belong to two different 

grades of reality. The former belongs to ultimately real (piiramiirthika-satta) and the 

latter is only empirical reality (1yavaharika-satta). But causal relation is only possible 

when the both belong to one phenomena and same grades of reality, not between 

phenomena and noumena. How can it be possible anx causal relation between 

Brahman (which belongs to ultimately real) and the world (,which is empirically real)? 

"According to all description, Brahman is sentient, ever pure, eternal and of the nature 

of knowledge and bliss, whereas the world is non-sentient,)impure, changeable, of the 
• I 

nature ignorance, and full of misery and sorrow."96 This is1 the problem with Brahma-
1 

kiira~w-Vada. Sankara offers a logical explanation, not a /causal explanation for this 
I 

problem regarding the appearance of world besides the Brahman. "Brahman is not the 
I 

cause of the world, but the 'because' (logical ground) of/the world."97 N K Brahma 
i 

highlights his observation in this issue. He says, "Cause/ is that which precedes the 
I 

effect and effectuates its generation. But in this conception of the perfect and full, the 
I 

free and independent ground, what is called effect is alwa~s contained in the cause."98 
• I 

Or truly speaking. "there is not effectuation, no process! of generation, no temporal 

relation, no antecedence or succession and hence there is neither any cause nor any 
! 

effect."99 That is why Sankara cannot accept the ultitrlacy of the causal category. 
I 

Though Brahman constitutes the ground of the entire ~orld of causes and effects, 
I 

"Brahman transcends time, cause and every form of empirical characterisation." 100 So 
I 
I 

that for Sankara the notion of causation is phenomena ~nd doctrine causality has no 

ultimate significance. 
I 

To summarize the above explanation about the c6nceptual comprehension of 
I 

Sankara's notion of vivartaviida and it was followed/ by Sankara's acceptance of 
! 

Samkhya doctrine of Satkii1ya. Though he stated that 'an effect has to be known as 
I 

pre-existent in its material cause, because an effect exihs an unmanifest condition in 

95Bhamati. II. i. 14. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The roncept of Pari(!iima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 2005) p. 103 1 

96 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pari(!iima in Indian Philoso~hy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan 
2005) p.103 ! 

971bid. 104 
981bid. 104 
99 Brahma, N.K. Causality and Science, (London: George Allen and' Unwin Ltd., 1948) p.77 
10° Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Pari(!iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan 2005) p. 104 
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its material cause. But Sati.kara is slightly in difference to Samkhya with regard to 

their interpretation of production of the effect. Sati.kara believes in vivartaviida and 

according to this doctrine, the production of an effect involves an apparent change in 

the cause, like we see a snake in a rope. But Vi.5i.yfadvaita philosophy does not accept 

Sati.kara's notion of vivartaviida rather he does accept the Samkhya doctrine of 

Pariniimavada. 

1.5 Causation in ViSi~!iidvaita Philosophy 

Visi.yfiidvaita philosophy does accept the Samkhya doctrine of Pariniimaviida. The 

author of this philosophical tradition regards that the world as the real transformation 

of the Brahman or theory Brahman as the ultimate material cause of universe. Dr. 

Chari highlights in this context, 

"According to Vi.Si$/iidvaita, the mere svariipa of Brahman which is un-connected 

with cit and acit cannot be (upiidiina) material cause of the world. Nor can the non-

sentient Prakrti by itself be the material cause of the universe as Samkhyas believe. It 

is the Brahman as associated with the individual selves and the cosmic matter in their 

subtle state (suksam-cid-acid-visista-Brahma) that constitutes the material cause of 

the universe." 101 

In the state of dissolution, the individual selves exist in Brahman as an unmanifest 

form which is devoid of name and form; but when the creation takes place they 

become unfolded and assume name and form. Here the modification happens to cit 

and acit; not to Brahman. Brahman is the ground or the basis for cit and acit and it is 

regarded as the material cause of the world. 

The fundamental problem of Vedanta is to account for the causal relation between 

Brahman and the universe. How does one Absolute become the manifold universe 

with its infinite variety of names and forms? This is an important metaphysical query 

to which every Vedantin seeks to provide their own answers. We have already briefly 

referred to the illustration provided by Vi.Si$!iidvaita and Advaita Vedanta. In this 

chapter, we shall take up a detail account of Vi.Si$/iidvaita theory that the universe is 

101 Srinivas Chari, S.M. Fundamental of Visi$todvaita Vedanta, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2004) p. 246 
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an integral part of Brahman. Though we shall not treat Vi.5i.5!iidvaita in any great 

detail, but we will confine ourselves to a discussion of its main tenets, especially 

Brahman is the material cause of this universe. Or this may be regarded as a modified 

Brahma- Pariniimaviida. 

1.6 Criticism of Advaita Vedanta 

The Sailkara School of Advaita Vedanta admits on the strength of the Scriptural text, 

that Brahman is the material cause of the universe. For Sailkara, Brahman is the only 

one reality and immutable. Brahman is pure being devoid of any differentiation which 

does not undergo any transformation or change into the universe. In order to account 

for the material causality of Brahman, Sailkara adopts the doctrine of maya or avidya 

which causes the world illusion. In this context, Dr. Chari suggested as, "According to 

Advaita Vedanta, it is owing to avidya that Brahman appears as the universe. Avidya 

is the cosmic principle which causes world illusion." 102
- That means, Brahman 

illusorily appears as the universe due to the maya or avidya (i.e. cosmic principle). In 

other words, the phenomenal universe is superimposed on Brahman due to the maya 

or avidya like the snake in the rope. Dr. Chari also argued as, "Brahman is the 

substrate for maya which causes the appearance of the universe; it is regarded as 

upiidiina kiira1Ja. All changes in the form of evolution into various modifications 

apply not to Brahman but to avidya. Brahman thus unaffected by change as declared 

by the .~ruti, but at the same time, being the basis (adhis!hiina) for the cosmic illusion, 

it is regarded as the material cause of the universe."103 

The above explanation is subjected to serve the criticism by the Vi.Si$/iidvaita. The 

main point of criticism is that the doctrine of maya (avidya, which is the central 

doctrine of Sailkara School of Advaita Vedanta) is untenable. All the arguments 

advanced by Advaita Vedanta to prove the illusoriness of the universe and the rope as 

snake due to avidya is ruled out. For the present study, it may be noted that Brahman 

itself appears as the universe is shown to be untenable. 

102 Srinivas Chari, S.M. Fundamental af Visi~tadvaita Vedanta, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2004) p. 251 
103 Ibid_, p. 246 
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1.7 Material Causality of Brahman 

With rejection of Advaita's Vivartavada, ViH~!iidvaita is confronted with problem of 

finding research the causal relationship between Brahman and the universe. In fact, 

one of the major problems of Vedanta is to provide an explanation of material 

causality of Brahman. The Upani.5ads refer that 'Brahman is the material cause 

(upadana kiiraiJa) of the universe' is based on the analogy of the clay is the material 

cause of pot. Suppose the above cited explanation offered by the Upani$ads is taken 

into consideration, then it would follow that Brahman and the universe are non-

different. The author of Vedanta-Sutra asserts on the strength of the Upani$adic text, 

"That the two are non-distinct." 104 In addition to it, Dr. Chari also argued, 

" ... Brahman as the material cause and the universe as its effect are non-distinct." 105 

But Advaitins argue that only cause is real, whereas the effect is illusory and the 

universe as the effect is illusory. For them, Brahman is the one and only reality, which 

is absolute and real. As against this argument, Visi$!iidvaita argues that cause and 

effect are identical and as well as real. For Ramanuja, they are t'.VO different states 

(avastha) of a same substance, or they are two sides of a same coin. Nothing new 

comes into be existence in the causality but what is already existent in an unmanifest 

condition, which is made manifest form. The earlier state of causal substance is called 

as cause and the latter one of it is called effect. They are relative terms. The states or 

Avasthas are completely accidental, because they come and go. 106 For e.g. the clay 

which is (upadana) material cause of the pot, becomes an effect; when the clay is 

transformed or changed into a pot. Dr. Chari has given his view on material causality, 

"Upadaniva or material causality consists in the association of an entity with a 

different state. That serves as ground or the basis for the changed states is regarded as 

material cause." 107 Therefore clay is regarded as upadana- kiira~w for the pot and the 

pot is only made out of the basic substance i.e. clay. Or in better way one may 

articulate, when we are saying that a pot is made out of the clay that means a pot is 

only produced from the clay. Here the production means the modification of the cause 

into an effect. And destruction is reabsorption of the effect in the cause. Prof. J .N. 

104 Vedanta-Sutra. II. I. 15. Quotation taken from Srinivas Chari, S.M. Fundamental of Visistadvaita 
Vedanta, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2004) p. 271. 
105 Srinivas Chari, S.M. Fundamental of Visistadvaita Vedanta, {New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2004) p. 271 
1061bid., p. 247 
1071bid., p. 247 
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Sinha has offered in this context, "Production and destruction are the different states 

of the causal substance. Production is modification (v;kara). Modification is 

rearrangement of the parts the causal substance (samsthiinavi.~e.Ja)." 108 This above 

illustration can be explained by this example; a gold necklace is a modification of 

gold, which means there is a production of gold necklace from gold which also . 

implies gold is transformed into a gold necklace and when it is turned into gold then 

there is a state of destruction which also implies a gold necklace is melted into gold. 

Likewise, clay is transformed into a pot and a pot is powered into clay. Dr. Chari 

used to say that "Production, existence and destruction are the different states of the 

causal substance, even as childhood, youth and old age are the different states of a 

person." 109 Now we have to understand the material causality of Brahman in the 

above light of this explanation. As we know that Brahman is the ground (iidhiira) for 

cit and acit; both cit and acit are modes (prakiira) of Brahman. He has argued, 

"Brahman as controller of cit is its sari1i or atman. They are organically related to 

Brahman and such as Brahman is at all times associated with cit and acit both in the 

state of dissolution as well as the state of creation." 110 The only difference between 

these two states is that- as I have already mentioned in the above that, in the state of 

dissolution the cit and acit are an unmanifest form which is devoid of name and form; 

in the state of creation, they become unfolded and assume name and form. Or in other 

words, supreme Brahman is cause and the entire world (which is unconsciousness) 

and the individual selves (which is consciousness) are the effect. The effect is non-

different from the cause. Matter and souls are inseparable and non-different from 

Brahman. "They are attributes (v;.~e .. wna) of Brahman, which co-inhere in him. They 

have co-inherence (siimiiniidhikaranya) in him. Brahman invested with subtle or 

causal matter and souls are the cause. Brahman invested with gross or effected matter 

and souls are the effect.'' 111 So here Brahman is primary substance, whereas matter 

and souls (which constitute the universe) are its attributes or modes. In this context, 

Dr. Chari used to say, "Substance is the basis for attribute and the latter cannot exist 

by itself except as related to the former. Substance also cannot be conceived without 

108 Sinha, J. Indian Philosophy, Vol. II,( New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,2006) p. 676 
109 Ibid., p. 676 
110Ramanuja Bhasya on Vedcmta-Siitras, 11-3-18, p. 574. Quotation taken from Srinivas Chari, 
Fundamental of Visistadvaita Vedanta, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 2004) p. 
246 
111 Sihna, J. Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,2006) pp. 676-677 
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its essential characteristics." 112 That means the primary substance (Brahman) and its 

attribute (matter and souls) are inherently related and also they are inseparable. So 

· this universe of matter and souls are integral part of Brahman. 

Brahman is one in the unmanifest state. He is manifold m the manifest or 

differentiated state. Subtle unconsciousness matter unmanifested in names and forms 

and subtle consciousness souls are the body of the causal Brahman. Gross 

unconsciousness matter manifested in names and forms or objects and individual 

selves with their manifest qualities are the body of the effected Brahman. 113 Brahman 

is cause as well as effect. In the causal state he is invested with the body of cit and 

acit. In the effected state he is invested with the body of gross conscious souls and 

unconscious matter. So the effect is non-different from the cause. Though Brahman is 

partless, he himself transforms into the universe. One indivisible Brahman can 

transform himself into the manifold world of individual souls and matter, even as one 

partless universal can exist in many individuals without being divided. 

Conclusion 

To bring this chapter to a close, we can say that there are contending positions on 

Satkiiryaviida with special reference to Vivartaviida of Advaita Vedanta and Brahma 

Pari1.1iimaviida of VW .. 5.flidvaita Vedanta. It may be observed that Vivartaviida which 

is adopted to uphold the doctrine maya or avidya which causes the world illusion. 

And due to maya, Brahman appears as the universe. It seems as unsatisfactory 

solution to the ontological problem of one Absolute becoming the manifold universe 

or the causal relationship between Brahman and the universe. The only way to 

account for the causal relationship between Brahman and the universeis to accept the 

modified of Brahma- Pari1.1iimaviida as explained by ViSi.~!iidvaita Vedanta. 

112 Srinivas Chari, S.M. Fundamental of Visistadvaita Vedanta, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass 
Publishers Pvt. ltd., 2004} p. 272. 
113 Ibid., p. 67 
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Chapter II 

Samkhya: Metaphysics (Cosmology) and Epistemology: An 
Exposition 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I am going to expound and examine the Sarilkhya metaphysics or 

-cosmology and epistemology with regard to the instruments of valid knowledge on 

the one hand and highlight the relation between of Prakrti and Puru.ya on the other. 

In order to understand the doctrine of Satkarya in Sarilkhya -Yoga philosophy, we 

need to understand its two ultimate reals, namely Prakrti and Puru$a and the relation 

between them. It has to be pointed out at the outset that an analysis of Sa1i1khya 

doctrine of Prakrti involves an examination of Prakrti Pari~1iimavada. We will 

mention Pari}Jiimavada briefly in this chapter but a comprehensive account of 

Pari}Jiimavada has been given in chapter 1. 

It is true that life is always is unstopped flow of experience. Being a reader of good 

philosophy, we are expected that good philosophy seeks to explain an importance of 

human life in relation to the whole universe and it must establish its claim by showing 

that it has formulated its theory on the basis of a thorough analysis of experience. 114 

Dr. Anima SenGupta has made a special study of the Samkhya; a philosopher, being 

an interpreter of life, cannot keep his eyes away from the living experience of every 

moment. Otherwise he will create a system of thought, which is devoid of any touch 

of life and reality. The analysis of experience is the beginning point of Satnkhya 

philosophy and on the basis of that; this philosophical tradition has been developed. 

According to Sari1khya, the universe is composed of only two fundamental elements, 

Puru$a and Prakrti, both are real and eternally existent. Prakrti stands for the 

principle of primordial matter and Puru$a stands for the principle of consciousness. 

These two fundamental principles are not dogmatically postulated; but they are 

114 Sen Gupta, A., The Evolution of Somkhyo School of Thought, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 12 
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accepted on the basis of thorough analysis of experience. 115 Experience cannot be 

possible unless, there are objects of experience. But these objects of experience by 

themselves are not enough to bring about experience. Experience presupposes 

consciousness. Unless there is some principle of consciousness, which interprets our 

experience, objects by themselves are incapable of producing experience. So that, the 

need for the principle for consciousness, which the Samkhya finds in Puru$a. 

Therefore Samkhya-Yoga logically accepts the fundamental principles of Prakrti and 

Puru.5a. These two fundamental principles are not mythical in nature but they are at 

. the very root of the possibility of experience or knowledge. 116 Prakrti is the root cause 

of all in the universe, which is also known as (avyakta) or unmanifest. As the first 

principle of the universe, it is called 'Pradhclna'. 'Pradhclna' is the term regularly 

used in Yoga-siitras of Patanjali. 117 

2.1 Nature of Prakrti 

The Samkhya theory upholds the task of explaining how the world of multiplicity has 

gradually come into existence through the process of evolutions from Prakrti. Prof. 

Nair has attempted to give the meaning of Prakrti, "The term Prakrti is from root 'kr' 

together with prefix 'pra' meaning 'making or placing before at first'." 118 "Prakrti is 

one; root-less root of this universe with three attributes and evolving through these 

every kind of entity save the Pun1.5a." 119 Prakrti is the root cause of this world of 

objects. All worldly effects are latent in this uncaused cause. It is regarded as 

'uncaused cause principle': because infinite regress has to be avoided. All worldly 

objects, including our body and mind, senses and intellect are limited, finite and 

dependent things. Thus, we see that the world is a series of effects and it should have 

a cause. Then, what is the cause of this world? It is quite sure that the finite or limited 

thing cannot be the cause of the world, "the Samkhya- Yoga states that what is limited 

115 Sen Gupta, A., The Evolution of Siimkhya School of Thought, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 12 
116 Jbid., p.13 
117 Yoga- Bhiisya, Ill. 48.Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Pariaiima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 2 
118 Nair, P.K.S., The Siimkhya System, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 
98 
119 Siimkhya Tattva Kaumudl, int. p. 28. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Pariaiima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 3 
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cannot be the material cause of all". 120 And it cannot be the Puru.ya or the self for the 

cause of the world, "the Sarilkhya-Yoga philosophy never admits the causality of 

P "121 p UYU$G . UYU$Q can neither be the material cause (upadana kara~w) nor an 

efficient cause (nimitta kiira!Ja). Dr. Anima Sen Gupta states that "the Upain.yad have 

emphatically declared that Puru.ya is by nature immutable and non-attached (asamga). 

Admission of the non-causal nature of Puru.ya alone will keep intact the unchanged-

ability and non-attachment of the spiritual principle." 122 In the accordance of 

Sarilkhya, a cause can never be apari!Jami, it must be pari~wmi, and the category 

Puru$a can never produce an effect. That is the reason Sarilkhya has never been 

giving any statement about the causality of Puru$a. So the cause of the world must be 

non-self, which is different from self or consciousness. Now a query arises here: can 

this non-self be the physical element or the material atoms? 123 It cannot be the 

physical elements, because I have already stated in the above that it can never be 

possible at all that any finite or limited entity can be the material (upiidana) for all 

entities. According to Carvakas or the materialist, the Buddha and Nyaya-Vaisesika, 

the ultimate material cause of the objects of the world is not one buf many atoms 

(parmanus). They are four kinds, namely, air, fire, water and earth. But Sa1i1khya 

point of view is very different from them on this ground. So we find that this ground 

principle is to be supposed as unintelligent or unconsciousness principle which is 

uncaused, eternal and all pervading. This is the Prakrti of the Sarilkhya system. "This 

Pralq-ti is the uncaused first cause of this vast and multifarious universe, it is 

unlimited, all-pervasive and infinite." 124 "Karika describes Prakrti as ahetumat, 

nityam, vyapi, ni.5·kriyam, ekam, anasritam, alingam, niravayavam, svatantram, 

avyaktam trigu!Jam, aviveki, visaya, samanyam, acetanam, and prasavadharmi."125 In 

other words, Dr. Anima Sen Gupta defines as, "Prakrti is uncaused, it is eternal and 

120 Siimkhya Pravacana Sutra,.l. 76. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 200S) p. 58 
121 Siimkhya Pravacana Sutra,.l. 75. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 58 
122 Sen Gupta, A. Classical Siimkhya: A Critical Study, {New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers 
Pvt. Ltd., 1982) p. 119 
123 Data and Chattarjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, {Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984)p. 
258 
124 Siimkhya -Pravancca- Bhiisya, I, sutra. 76. Quotation taken from Sen Gupta, The Evolution of 
Siimkhya School of Thought, {New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 19 
125 Siimkhya-Kiirikii, 10-11. Quotation taken from Sen Gupta, The Evolution of Siimkhya School of 
Thought, {New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 19 
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all-pervasive; it is immobile only in the sense that in this avyakta state or Prakrti 

state, there is no manifestation of products like mahat, aharhkara etc." 126 

Further Prakrti is one, but the products of Prakrti are many. The products or evolutes 

of Prakrti are caused, non-eternal, non-pervasive, mobile, manifold, dependent, 

mergent, conjunct and heterogeneous. 127 Prakrti is nothing but the composed of three 

gwJas in a state of potentiality. Being the cause of all worldly objects, Prakrti 

supports all and it is not supported by anything else. Pra/a:ti is self-subsistent and 

independent, but the entire world of objects or individual effects is implicit in the 

bosom of Prah.Tti. Unlike Prah.Tti, its products take their shelter in the cause. 128 In the 

state of evolution, the world of objects is manifested from Prakrti, which are 

implicitly contained in its bosom; while dissolution is the returning of this world to 

Prakrti. 

2.1.1 Proof for the Existence of Prakrti 

Sarilkhya gives the following five proofs in support of the existence of Prakrti. 

Prakrti exists, 

"Because of the finite nature of specific objects (bhediiniim parima]Jatviit), 

Because of the homogenous nature (samanvayiit) of effect, 

Because of its evolution being due to the efficacy of the cause (saktita/:th 

pravrttes' ca), 

Because of the separation between cause and its effect (kiira~wkiirya-vibhiigiit) 

And because of the merging of the whole world (of effects) (avibhiigiid 
. • - ) ··129 vmsvarupymya . 

Before going to examine these arguments one after another, we need to make some 

preliminary clarification. In the verse VIII of Siimkhya-Kiirikii, it is described that the 

126 Sen Gupta, The Evolution of Samkhya School of Thought, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal 
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 13 
127Samkhya-Karika, 10. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parioama in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 3 
128 Samkhya-Karika, 10. Quotation Sen Gupta, The Evolution of Samkhya School of Thought, (New 
Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers Pvt. Ltd., 1986) p. 13 
129 Samkhya-Karika, 15. Quotation taken from T.G. Mainkar, Samkhya-Karika of lsvarakrsiJa (Delhi: 
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 87. 
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non-perception of Prakrti is because of its subtlety, not because of its non-existence. 

Its apprehension is because of its effect, or in another words it is actually inferred 

through its effect. 130 This implies that Prakrti is accepted something as unmanifest. It 

is naturally non-empirical and also it cannot be an object of perception, because it is 

too subtle to be so. But the knowledge of Prakrti is to be attained through the 

inferential process of its effects. The sensory and the motor organs, all the material 

objects are its effects. From the perception of effect (karya) we can infer the cause 

(kara!Ja). In fact Vacaspati Misra also mentions clearly by saying that, in order to 

establish the existence of Prakrti, first the effect has to be 'existent' prior to its 

d . 131 pro uctiOn. 

1. "In the first argument, 'parima!Jal' stands for 'parimitatvat' meaning because 

of 'being measured', i.e. 'being finite'." 132 All individual things in the world 

are limited, finite and dependent. The products of the world are being finite 

and dependent on their cause in which they exist in an unmanifest condition. 

These finite or limited things cannot be the cause of the universe. So logically, 

we have to proceed from finite to infinite, limited to unlimited and son on. The 

limited objects ultimately must have a cause, that is Pra/q·ti which is infinite, 

unlimited, eternal and all-pervading and also Prakrti is the source of this 

universe. For instance- object like pot is found to have its cause, in which it 

exists in the clay in an unmanifest fonn. But the cause 'clay' is also being 

finite and pot also depends on its material cause in which it is supposed to be 

present in an unmanifest condition. So in this way we must have acceptance of 

an infinite cause which will not depend on any other cause. Sarhkhya finds in 

Pralq·ti which is infinite, independent, and uncaused cause and it is the 

ultimate material cause of all in this world. 

2. The second argument in defence of the existence of Pralq·ti is based on the 

homogenous nature of effects. All the worldly effects are commonly seen to 

be possession of three gw;as namely; sativa, rajas and lamas. According to 

130 Siirilkhya-Kiirikii, 8. Quotation taken from T.G. Mainkar, Siirilkhya-Kiirikii of lsvarakm:ra (Delhi: 
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 61 
131 Siirilkhya Tattva Kaumudl, para- 62. Quotation taken from B. Kar, Analytical Studies in the Siirilkhya 
Philosophy, (Utkal University: Post-Graduate Department of Philosophy, 1977) p. 34 
132 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parir:riima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan, 2005) p. 5 
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Sarhkhya doctrine of Satkarya, the effect and cause are accepted as non-

different. If the effect ( evolute) like mahat possess sativa, rajas and tamas, 

there should be a common source composed of three gwJas from which all 

worldly effect arise. "The Sa1nkhya believes that this common source for the 

products of manifesting sat tva, rajas and tamas in the universe is the same as 

P k . h . f h '' 133 ra rtz, t e composite o t ree gwJas.' 

3. The third argument to prove the existence of Prakrti is based on the principle 

of efficiency of the cause for the evolution of effects. This argument also 

states, the evolution of effect must be due to the efficacy of the cause, 

therefore a cause produces what it is capable of producing. The milk is change 

into the curd, because the milk has the potentiality to transform itself into the 

curd and the curd is contained in an unmanifest state in the milk; by the time 

of evolution milk is changed into curd which is the manifest state or explicit 

fonn of the milk. 

4. A jar is competent to hold the water whereas the clay is incapable of holding 

the water, though jar and clay are effect and cause respectively. We can find a 

difference or separation between clay and a jar is not in tenns of 'essence' 

rather their difference just lies on the practical purposes, which is clearly 

visible. In fact the cause and effect are related and the effect remains 

unmanifest condition in its material cause. For ex- oil is there in sesame and 

not in sand. Thus the products (effects) are taken as different from their cause. 

Prof. Nair has tried to put his ideas in this context, "A cause is a must for the 

evolvement of the principles and Prakrti is this cause. Hence there is nothing 

wrong to assume Pralq·ti as the cause of the world though the effect and cause 

differ as said."134 In other words, this argument suggests the separation and 

non-separation of cause and effect on which the existence of Pralq·ti can be 

proved. That means an effect arises from its cause at the time of creation and 

again an effect is resolved into its cause at the time of dissolution or 

destruction. In this context, Prof. B. Kar has asserted, "the Sarhkhyaits, here, 

point out that already existing limbs of the Tortoise emerging out of its body, 

become distinguished from it. We say that this body of the Tortoise and these 

133 Ibid., p.6 
134Nair, P.K.S. The Sorilkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 100 
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are its limbs and on again entering the body, the limbs become unmanifest and 

hidden." 135 Similarly, 

5. To some extent this third argument is overlapping with previous argument. 

Though, both arguments are considered to establish the pre-existent of effect 

in cause, but their approaches are different. While the fourth argument in 

support of the existence of Prakrti is based on the principle that the effects 

(products) get separated from their respective causes. Whereas, the fifth 

argument proves in terms of supreme/ ultimate cause of the whole world. We 

have seen that Prakrti has been described as root cause. It is the root of all 

evolutes. Suppose we don't accept this ultimate cause, then it will land us in 

the fallacy of infinite regress. If there is a cause of Prakrti, then there must be 

a cause of that cause and so on. Or we stop it anywhere and say that here is the 

first cause, then the first cause will be Prakrti which has been regarded as the 

root cause of the world. 136 

would ·like to summarize the above said arguments which were taken as an 

examination of the Sarhkhya arguments for the existence of Prakrti. There are four 

philosophical arguments to prove the existence of Prakrti; namely, the finite nature of 

objects, of homogeneity, of evolution being due to efficiency of the cause, of 

separation between cause and its products and the merging of the whole world. 

2.2 Nature of Puru~a 

Another ultimate reality is accepted by Sarhkhya is Puru$a (which stands for the 

principle of consciousness) or self. Prof. Nair also has given the meaning of Puru$a, 

"The tenn Puru.ya has been used in Vedic literature to denote both atman which 

means the embodied being or personality and supreme creator." 137 All human beings 

must admit the existence of self. Everybody fells that he or she is existent. It is very 

natural and indubitable experience to feel one's own existence and we all do have 

same kind of felling. In fact any one cannot deny the existence of his or her own self. 

135Kar, B. Analitycal Studies in the Siirilkhya Philosophy, (Utkal University: P.G. Department of 
Philosophy, 1977) p. 36 
136 Nair, P.K.S. The Siirhkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 52 
137 Ibid., p. 83 
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So there is a general agreement with regard to the existence of one's own self. But 

there is a wide divergence opinion about its nature in the context all schools of Indian 

philosophy. Carvaka or materialists identify the self with special combination of four 

gross elements. The Buddhists and some empiricists consider the self as identical with 

stream of consciousness. And the Nyaya-Vaisesika advocates that the self is 

unconscious substance which may acquire the attribute of consciousness. The Advaita 

Vedantin maintains that the self is pure eternal consciousness which is a blissful 
. ( 'd- d - ) 138 existence sacci aan a svarupa . But it has been very different in Sa1nkhya 

tradition. For Samkhya the self is different from the body and the sense organs, the 

mind and intellect. It cannot be anything of world of objects. The self is neither the 

brain nor the nervous system. Puru .. w is the soul, the self and conscious spirit which 

is always the subject of knowledge i.e. knower and not the object of knowledge. It is 

not a substance which possesses the attribute of consciousness. Consciousness is its 

very essence and not an attribute of it. It is pure and transcendental consciousness. 

The status of self's consciousness ever remains constant, although the objects of 

knowledge may change. Puru.5a is the ultimate knower which is the foundation of all 

knowledge or experience. The self is beyond the change and activity, because all 

changes and activities belong to matter and its product like body and the sensory 

organs, the mind and intellect. But the self is called, "nistraigu~1ya, udiislnii, kartii, 

kevala, madhystha, saaksl, dra .. 5fa, sadaparakashasvariipa andjfiata." 139 

2.2.1 Proofs for the existence of Puru~a 

Samkhya gives the following proofs for the existence of Puru$a. 

1. All composed objects are meant for some other being. The unconscious 

Prakrti cannot make use of them; hence all these substances are for Puru~·a or 

self or exist for the sake of Puru~·a. The body, the sense organs, intellect and 

the mind are only means to realize the end of Puru~·a. The three gu~as, Prakrti 

and subtle body- they all serve the purpose of the Puru$a. Evolution is 

teleological or purposive; its purpose is to serv,e for the Puru~·a. Pra/q'ti 

138 Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.264 
139 Sorilkhya-Koriko, 19. Quotation taken from D. Sharma, Classical Indian Philosophy, (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2011) p. 171 
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evolves itself in order to serve the Puru$a's end. 140 The aggregate of things 

must exist for sake of another. Even as a bed (which is a collection of different 

parts) is for the use of a man who sleeps on it. Likely, the world which is a 

collection of five elements for the use of another. There must be a self or spirit 

for whose enjoyments, this enjoyable body consisting of intellect, sense 

organs and the rest has been produced. 141 

2. The material objects are non-intelligent (acetana), objects of knowledge 

(vi$aya), composed of three gwJas. Therefore they logically presuppose the 

existence of Puru.~a, which is intelligent (sacetana), subject of knowledge 

(jnatr), and devoid of three gu~as (nistraigu~1ya). As we know that all worldly 

objects are composed of three gu~as and are also the products of Prakrti; for 

that we need an intelligent principle who guides them. Likely a car or machine 

does its work when put under the guidance of some person (may be a driver or 

mechanic). 

3. Prof. C.D. Sharma has offered the argument infavour of Puru$a, "There must 

be transcendental synthetic unity of pure consciousness to co-ordinate all 

ei\perience." 142 All experience necessarily presupposes the existence of the 

self or subject of experience (experiencer). The self is foundation 

(adhi.rthanat) of all empirical experience. Experience would not be regarded 

as experience without the self or spirit or subject of experience. 

4. Prakrti cannot experience its products, since Prah.Tti is non-intelligent 

(acetana) and becomes the object of knowledge (visaya) not the subject of 

knowledge. So there must be an intelligent principle to experience the worldly 

products of Prakrti. Prof. C.D. Sharma attempted to define the relationship 

between Prakrti and Puru$a, "Prakrti is the enjoyed (bhogya) and so there 

must be an enjoyer (bhokta)." 143 All objects of the world are of the nature of 

characteristics of pleasure, pain and indifference. But pleasure and pain are 

40 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
l994} p. 156 
41 Sharma, R.N., Indian Philosophy, (lucknow: Prakashan Kendra, 1970} p. 194 and see also P.K.S. 
~air, The Sarilkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 85 
42 Sharma, C.D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
l994} p. 156 
43 Ibid., p. 156 
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said to be meaningful only when they are experienced by some conscious 

experiencer. Therefore Puru.ya must exist. 

5. There are at least some people in this world, who try to make sincere endeavor 

to attain release from all sufferings; but it cannot be possible for any physical 

world, because by its very nature, the physical world causes suffering rather 

than lessen it. But, here the desire for liberation or salvation implies the 

existence of a person who can make an effort for and obtain liberation. Hence 

aspiration presupposes the aspirant. So Puru,w exists. 144 

In brief it can be said that the Samkhya system provides the five philosophical 

arguments which were taken as an examination to prove the existence of Puru$a. First 

of all we explained the nature of Puru .. 'ia and then it was followed by the complete 

description of these above said arguments. And these arguments are namely, all 

composite objects are for another's use, of there must be absence of the three 

attributes and other properties, of there must be control, of there must be someone to 

experience and there is a tendency towards isolation or final beatitude. Therefore the 

Spirit must be there. 

2.2.2 Plurality of Puru~a 

"The plurality of Puru$a has to be established on the basis of diversity in the 

incidence of birth and death; difference in the endowment of instruments of cognition 

and action; and the difference in the action pursed by different persons." 145 Unlike 

Advaita Vedanta, Samkhya believes in the plurality of Puru$as or reality of many 

selves. The other exponents of plurality of Puru$as are Jainism and Mimamsa. Prof. 

C.D. Sharma argued, " ... the Samkhya Puru$aS are subject to qualitative monism and 

quantitative pluralism. The selves are essentially alike; only numerically are they 

different. Their essence is consciousness. Bliss is regarded as different from and is the 

144 Ibid., p.156 
145Somkhya-Koriko, 18. Quotation taken from D. Sharma, Classical Indian Philosophy, {New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2011} p. 171 and for more details see T.G. Mainkar, Somkhya-Koriko of 
lsvarakr$fJO {Delhi: Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 96 
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product of the siittvagw:za."146 Samkhya offers the following arguments for proving 

the plurality of Puru.~as: 

1. If there is one soul (Puru.~a ), then the birth and death of one individual should 

lead to the birth and death of all other individuals. Since however it is not the 

case. The fact is that different persons take birth and die at different times, 

which shows that Puru.5a cannot be one but many. Blindness in one man does 

not imply the same for all men. 

2. If there were one self for all living beings then the activity of one self would 

make all other active. As matter of fact, different persons are endowed with 

different sensory organs is an indication that Puru$a is not one but many. 

3. If Puru.5a is one, "it follows that a certain action on the part of one (person) 

should lead tom the same activity on the part of others which is not the case. 

The differences in action on the part of different persons lead us to the 

conclusion that Puru.5as are many." 147 So we find that there must be a 

plurality of selves, which are eternal, intelligent and subject of knowledge as 

different from Prakrti which is non-intelligent and ground of the object of 

knowledge. 

In this way Sarhkhya gives three arguments to prove the plurality of Puru.;;a; namely, 

of diversity in the incidence of birth and death, of difference in the endowment of 

instruments of cognition and action and the difference in the action pursed by 

different persons. 

2.3 Gu1Jas 

Prakrti said to be the composed of three gw:zas held in a state of equilibrium. The 
I 

three gw:zas are namely; siittva, rajas and tiimas. The most distinguished 

characteristics of Samkhya system is the gw:zas theory. According to this theory, "all 

mental and material objects of this phenomenal world are combinations in different 

146 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p. 157 
147 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Paril)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005)p. 12 
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proportions of the three ultimate reals which are technically known as gu~as.'' 148 Now 

the question arises here what do you mean by gu~as or in other words what are these 

gu~as? Prof. Nair has offered the meaning of gu~as, "In Sanskrit language gu~as has 

three meaning: quality, rope and primary." 149 According to Bhagavad Gita, the gu~as 

are the products of the Pra/q·ti where the classical Sarhkhya holds them to be 

constituents.' 50 But gu~as here means a constituent element or component and it is 

not an attribute or quality. These gu~as are constitutive elements of Prakrti; rather 

they are not parts of Pra/q·ti but they are identical with it, since Sarhkhya-Yoga holds 

that Prakrti is opposite of anything constituted of parts. 151 They are called gu~as 

because, "either their being subservient to the ends of the Puru$a which is other than 

themselves, or their being intertwined like the three stands of a rope which binds the 

soul (Puru.Ja) to the world." 152
, Datta and Chatterjee has argued. The gu~as of 

Sari1khya system are not the so-called qualities such as taught by Vaisesika system, 

because they themselves possess the characteristics of lightness (siittva), movement 

(rajas) and heaviness (tiimas). 

We cannot perceive the gu~as like we do perceive the physical objects such as, table, 

chair etc. The gu~as are imperceptible, but their existence is inferred from the objects 

of the world which are their effects. If their existence is inferred from their effects 

then it presuppose that we can know the nature of the gu~as from their nature of 

products and this implies an essential identity relation between the effect and its 

cause. All objects of the world including the ordinary objects of perception (table, 

chair and pot etc.) and intellect are found to be possession of three character of 

capable of producing pleasure, pain and indifference. The same things are pleasure to 

some person whereas it is painful to other and neutral to another. It is like one 

substance has three dimensions and each dimension has its own importance to our 

practical life of all human beings. When an artist is playing flute, at that time he feels 

happy or it gives pleasure to him, it irritates to his sick friend, which he feels pain and 

it gives no pleasure or pain to the third one, which is indifference. Even we can 

148 Ibid., p. 15 
149 Nair, P.K.S. The Siirhkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p.103 
150 Bhagavad Gita., V. 147. Quotation taken from P.K.S. Nair, The Siirhkhya System, (Delhi: New 
Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p.103 
151 Siirhkhya-Kiirikii, 12. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 16 
152 Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.260 
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observe the co-existence of three components in everyday experience of our life. This 

can be explained by a well-known illustration of Sarhkhya. Suppose 'W' is a wife and 

she is beautiful and she is endowed with all qualities of head and heart which are 

requirement of an ideal wife. These constitute pleasure element in her. Because of this 

she causes wife to rejoice to her husband. But she is the cause of jealousy in her co-

wives 'X' and 'Y' and despair her neighbor 'Z' who could not have good fortune to 

get married to her. So here jealousy is pain and despair is indifference. These are due 

to the elements of pain and indifference in 'W' wife. They get active only in respect 

of the co-wives or neighbor. A beautiful woman is neither merely a collection of ideas 

in mind nor she is absolutely different from thoughts or feelings. Thus Sali1khya has 

satisfactorily explained the correspondence between the inner world and outer 

world. 153 Therefore we can infer the effect from its cause, since the effect is implicitly 

contained in its cause. So that we can infer that the ultimate cause of things must have 

been constituted by three elements of pleasure. pain and indifference. Sarhkhya calls 

these three sattva, rajas and lamas respectively. They are constitutive elements of 

both Prakrti i.e. the ultimate substance and the ordinary objects of the world. 

Siittva: 

Sattva is that gw:ws of Prakrti which is of the nature of pleasure, light (laghu) and 

bright or illuminating (prakfisaka). The manifestation of objects in consciousness, the 

luminosity of light, power of reflection, the tendency towards consciousness 

manifestation in the senses, the mind and intellect are because of the operation of 

component of sattva in the constitution of things. 154 Sativa called goodness and its 

color is white. Direction of sattva is always upwards. All sorts of lightness in the 

sense of upward direction, like the blazing up of fire, heating motion of water and the 

winding motion of air are all due to the element of sativa in the things. Sattva 

produces pleasure; it is calm and the symbol ofhappiness. Apart from that its various 

forms are such as satisfaction, joy, bliss, contentment etc. 

153Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,200S)p. 17 
154Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.261 
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Riijas: 

'Rajas' literally means foulness and it is the principle of activity in things. It always 

moves and makes the things move also. It is mobile (cala) and stimulating 

(upa.5_tambahka). Due to rajas, it is that fire spreads, the wind blows and mind 

becomes restless. 155 Prof. C.D. Sharma define in this context, "Restless activity, 

feverish effort and wild stimulation are its results." 156 'Rajas' is the nature of pain 

(dukha) and it is the cause of all painful experience in our life. Its color is red. It plays 

an instrument of principle of motion in the element of sativa and lamas which are 

inactive and motionless in themselves to perfonn their functions. 

Tiimas: 

'Tamas' literally means darkness. It is passive as well as neutral and negative m 

things. By opposed to sativa, 'tamas' is of the nature of indifference and also it is 

heavy (guru). It produces ignorance and sloth which leads to confusion and 

bewilderment (moha) us. It is also opposed to rajas as it restrains the motion of 

things. "By obstructing the principle of activity in us induces sleep, drowsiness and 

laziness." 157 It is the symbol of delusion and direction of tamas is always 

downwards. Hence sattva, rajas and tamas have compared respectively to whiteness, 

redness and darkness. The gu~ws are so-called qualities or attributes of Vaisesika 

system because; they themselves possess the characteristics of brightness or lightness, 

movement and heaviness. 158 One quality cannot be substratum of others. So these 

gw:ws are substance (dravyas), since the qualities oflightness etc. subsist in them. 159 

These three gw:zas (saliva, rajas and lamas) which constitute Prakrti are never 

separated from each other and always go together. We observe that they conflict as 

well as co-operate with one another with regard to the relation among the three gw:zas 

which constitutes the world. Any one of them cannot produce anything without the 

help as well as the support of other two. They are found intermingled. Just as the oil, 

155 Ibid., p. 261 
156 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p. 154 
157 Data and Chattarjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.262 
158 Siimkhya-Pravancca-Bhiisya, 1.61. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Pari(liima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 16 
159 Siimkhya Pravacano vrtti sara, 1.61. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Pari(liima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 16 
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the wick and the flame of lamp. Though they are relatively opposed to each other; yet 

they co-operate to produce the objects of the world. All objects of the world are the 

results of the composed of these three gw:zas and their difference lies on the different 

combination of these gw:zas. So all these gw:zas are present in everything of the world; 

but each of them suppress and dominates the other. The nature of object is determined 

by the predominance of particular gw:zas, while others are there in subordinate 

position. All worldly objects are classified into good, bad and indifferent; pure, 

impure and neutral; intelligent, active and sloth on the account of predominance of 

saliva, rajas and lamas respectively. "Each gu~ws suppress other two to become 

·manifest with its own characteristics or to perform its specific standing with support 

of each other."160 

2.3.1 Evolution or the Heterogeneous Change 

Prakrti is regarded as the ultimate material cause of all in the world and it is said to be 

composed of three gu~as (sativa, rajas and tamas) held in equilibrium state (gu~anam 

samyavaslha). But the evolution starts when there is a disturbance in an equilibrium 

state. Therefore question arises how is the equilibrium disturbed? "The Sa1i1khya 

ascribes this to the proximity of Puru.ya to Prakrti. The relation between Puru$a and 

Prakrli is crux of the Samkhya philosophy." 161 The reason behind the disturbance of 

the equilibrium state (gu~anam samyavaslha) of Prakrti is an intervene of Purus·a. In 

other words, it is only when heterogeneous change takes place and 'rajas' vibrates 

and makes sativa and lamas vibrate that equilibrium is disturbed and evolution takes 

place. There can be no evolution unless Prakrti and Puru$a become related to each 

other. The evolution of the world cannot be due to the self (Puru$a) one. Purus·a is 

inactive and consciousness whereas Prakrti is unconscjousness and active. So the 

activity of Prakrti is guided by some intelligent principle i.e. Puru.ya. Evolution is 

only when Purus·a and Prakrti co-operate that there is a creation evolution of the 

world of objects. But question is how can such two different independent and opposed 

principles co-operate? The answer given by Samkhya is that- "the utility of the 

160 Samkhya Tattva Kaumudl, XII. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 17 
161 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan, 2005) p. 59 
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conjunction between Puru .. 5a and Prakrti by the simile of the 'lame man and the blind 

one'." 162 Though the lame is being capable of seeing the way but he cannot walk, 

while the blind man is being capable of walking but he cannot see the way. If they co-

operate each other then they both can proceed ahead and reach their own destination. 

So it seems us that their joint activity can serve a common end which none of them 

can fulfill by himself, without the help of other. Similarly, non-intelligent Prakrti and 

inactive Puru.ya combine and co-operate to serve an end their respective interests. Dr. 

Datta and Dr. Chatterjee has highlighted in this context, "Prakrti requires the 

presence of Puru.ya in order to be known or appreciated by someone and Puru.ya 

requires the help of Pralrrti in order to discriminate itself from the latter and thereby 

attain liberation." 163 

Prakrti evolves the world of objects when it comes into contact (samyoga) with 

Puru.$a. This contact (between Prakrti and Puru.$a) disturbs the original equilibrium 

of gw:ws of Praktti. One of the gu]Jas namely, 'rctjas' which is naturally active and 

first it gets disturbed, then through other gu~ws start to vibrate and leads to the process 

of evolution of the objects of the world. 

2.3.2 The Evolutes of Prakrti 

The Sarhkhya-Yoga evolution involves the gradual development of the different 

categories of existence. As result, the various objects of the world originate due to 

their combination in different proportions. Prakrti is transformed into mahat or 

cosmic intellect. Mahat is transformed into ahamkiira or ego. Ahmi1kiira ts 

transformed into eleven sense organ and five tanmiitras or subtle elements of sound, . 

touch, color, taste and smell. The five tanmiitras are transformed into the five gross 

elements or mahiibhiitas of ether, air, fire, water and earth. These are 24 principles. 164 

Including Puru~·a, we have 25 principles (tattvas) in Sarhkhya-Yoga. 165 Puru~·a is 

162 Siirilkhya-Kiirikii, 21. Quotation taken from D. Sharma, Classical Indian Philosophy, (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 2011) p. 171 
163 Data and Chattarjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.268 
164 Siirilkhya Pravacana Sutra.,l. 61. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 62 
165 Siirilkhya-Kiirikii, 22. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 62 
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neither cause nor an effect. Prakrti is only cause and not an effect; but mahat, 

ahamkiira and five subtle elements are both cause and effect. While five sensory 

organs, five motor organs and five gross elements and mind are effects only. 

Mahat: 

The first product of evolution of Prakrti is called mahat or the great cosmic principle. 

It has psychological aspect in which it is called buddhi or intellect, as it is held to be 

the cosmic matter of experience. P. Chakrabarti has tried to give the ideas of it, "the 

reason of calling it great (mahat) lies in the fact that it is great in space as well as in 

time; for there is no other evolved principle which is so extensive and durable as 

this." 166 Mahat is the first principle which is manifest, since it is finite, plural, non-

pervasive and it is caused. 167 The special functions of buddhi or intellect are said to be 

ascertainment and decision. Budd hi or intellect arises out of predominance of element 

of siittva in Prakrti. In its siittvika form, it has original characteristics such as virtue 

(dharma), wisdom Uniina) and detachment (viriigya) etc. When it gets vitiated by 

tiimas these characteristics or attributes are replaced by their opposite attributes as 

~ vice. ignorance, attachment and imperfection etc. 

Ahamkiira: 

Aharhkiira is the second product of Prakrti. It is evolved out of mahat. It is the 

principle of individuation in the sense it is the individual ego. The function of 

aha1i1kiira is to generate self-assertion or abhimiina. It produces the notion ofT and 

'mine'. Due to aharhkiira or ego, Puru.5a considers wrongly itself to be the agent of 

actions and striver for end. 168 When an object comes into contact of our senses, the 

mind reflects on it and ascertains specifically it as; it is such as this or that. When 

ahamkiira determines towards our feeling towards the objects of the world, then we 

proceed to act in different ways in relation to them. For e.g. when the jeweler wants 

to make necklace; he admits it as one of his ends and resolve to attain it by saying 

himself, 'let me make the necklace'. 

166 Chakrabarti, P., Origin and Development of The Siirilkhya System of Thought, (New Delhi: Oriental 
Books Reprint Corporation, 1975) pp. 238-239 
167 Siirilkhya-Kiirikii, 10. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 63 
168 Datta and Chattarjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.269 
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Sarhkhya speaks of three-fold aharilkara. 

I. Vaikrta 

2. Taijas 

3. Bhutadi 

P. Chakrabarti asserted in this context, 

"The first one bounds in saliva, the second in rajas and third in lamas. This division 

has been planned with a view to explain the sixteen to evolutes of ahmilkara which are 

bifurcated into two series - subjective and objective. The former comprises the eleven sense 

organs .... The latter comprises the five subtle elements are called tanmatras." 169 

The first one is called vaikrla or siillvika, when an element of sativa predominates in 

it; secondly when an element of rajas predominates in it and thirdly lamas 

predominates in it. The sattvika ahari?kara is producing the eleven sense organs 

namely, the five sensory organs Unanendriyas), the five motor organs or organs of 

action and mind (manas). Tamsika ahari1kara is producing the five subtle elements 

(lanmalras). And riijasika ahmi1kara supplies the energy needed by which the sativa 

and lamas produce their respective products. 

Sarhkhya speaks of the ten indriyas or sense-organs, which are brought into two 

groups: jfzanendriyas and karmendryas. Each organ has its own work or activity and 

does not encroach upon that of others. "Both sense organs and motor organs are called 

in the sense that they are the characteristics of Jndra, spirit." 170 These sensory organs 

termed as are five in number and the motor organs termed as karmendryas are also 

five number. 

Jiiiinendriyas: 

The five sensory organs are eye, ear, nose, tongue and the skin. The eye is for 

perceiving color etc. The ear is for hearing sound, the nose for smelling odour, the 

tongue for taste and the skin for felling the touch. In fact, the senses are not 

perceptible energy which exists only in perceived organs and apprehends the object. 

169 Chakravarti, P. Origin and Development of The Samkhya System of Thought, (New Delhi: Oriental 
Books Reprint Corporation, 1975) p. 240 
170 Nair, P.K.S. The Samkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 60 
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So in this way the sense or indriya is nit the eye but its energy of visual perception. 

The senses are perceived, but it must be known by inference from the function that 

they perform. The five sensory organs are producing knowledge of touch, smell, 

color, sound and taste. All these are developed because of Puru.ya and the rest of the 

ego or ahamkiira. 171 

Karmendryas: 

The five karmendryas or motor organs are mouth, hand, feet, the anus (the excretory 

organs) and the generative organs (sex organs). 172 These perform respectively the 

function of speech, movement, excretion and reproduction. The mouth utters the 

words or gives speech, the hand works, the feet perform movement, the organs of 

excretion evacuation and the organs of generation produce pleasure. 173 

Mind: 

Mind (which arises from siittvika ahmi1kiira) has been enumerated as an instrument of 

knowing, as an indriya or organ. Mind is of the nature ofboth organs of knowledge or 

cognitive and active. None of them can do function in relation to their object without 

the influence of manas (mind). Manas is described as sarhkalpaka, i.e. constructive, 

reflective and analytic etc. 174 Mind functions as a bridge between mahat and 

ahmnkiira on one hand; the sensory organs and organs of action on the other. 

According to Sarilkhya, mind or manas is neither eternal nor atomic. It is very subtle 

sense indeed, but made up of parts and so can come into contact with several senses. 

Prof. C.D. Sharma has tried to define the nature of mind as, "Samkhya assigns to 

manas the important function synthesizing the sense-data into the determinate 

perceptions, passing them on to the ego, and carrying out the orders of the ego 

through the motor organs." 175 

171 Sharma, R.N., An Indian philosophy, (Lucknow: Prakashan Kendra, 1970) pp. 201-02 
172 Siirhkhya-Kiirikii, V. 26. Quotation taken from P.K.S. Nair, The Siirhkhya System, (Delhi: New 
Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p.61 
173 Max Muller, The Six System of Indian Philosophy, p. 252 
174 Siirhkhya-Kiirikii, 24. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Pariniima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 64 
175 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p. 161 
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Concept of Antahakara~za: 

Buddhi. ahm11kara and manas represent the three psychological aspects of knowing, 

willing and felling respectively. For Samkhya, they are derived from Prakrti. All 

these three buddhi (intellect), ahari1kiira (ego) and manas (mind) constitute the 

internal organs (antah-kara~w). "The circulation of vital airs, prana, apana, udana, 

samana, vyana is a common function of the internal organs. The internal organs 

function in the past, present and future, whereas the external organs function only in 

the present time." 176 On the other hand, the five sensory and the five motor organs are 

together called the ten external organs or bahyakaraua. These three internal organs 

including the ten external organs are called the thirteen kara~ws or organs of the 

Samkhya. 

Tanmiitras: 

Tamsika ahmi1kiira which dominates in Tamas produces the five subtle elements 

(Tanmatras). These five Tanmatras are potential elements of sound, touch, color, 

taste and smell. These are called (1) .~abda tanmcitra, (2) spada tanmcltra, (3) rupa 

tanmatra, (4) rasa tanmatra, and (5) gandha tanmcltra respectively. These five subtle 

elements are not derived from the gross elements; rather the gross elements are 

evolved out of these five Tanmatras. Prof. C.D. Sharma has defined the 

characteristics of tamncltra, ''They are neither the qualities nor the differentia of the 

gross elements nor the functions which are the sensory organs, but the subtle essences 

which produce the gross elements as well as their qualities."' 177 These Tanmatras are 

very subtle and are also imperceptible to ordinary human beings, but they are said to 

be known by inference; although these five Tanmatras are apprehended by the highly 

elevated Yogins and such other superior beings. These Tanmatras are called as non-

specific (avise~·a), because the different aspect sativa, rajas and lamas in them are not 

distinctively experienced by us. 178 ''The reason for calling them Tanmatras lies in the 

fact that they do not reveal the specific (vise~·a) characteristics of their inherent 

176 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Paril)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005) p.65 
177 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994) p. 161 
178 Siirilkhya Tattva Kaumudi, XXXVIII. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
Paril)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 66 
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properties." 179 On the other hand, the Tanmatras are not eternal being the products of 

Prakrti, they do not constitute the root cause of the universe. 180 

Mahiibhiitas 

The five mahabhutas or the gross elements arise out of the five subtle elements 

(Tanmatras). They are five in number such as- Ether, Air, Fire, Water and Earth. 

These mahabhfitas originate in the five subtle elements in the following manner: 

1. Ether (Aka.~a) - the element ether (Akiisa) arises from the essence of sound 

(.5abda tanmatra). Sound is the quality of ether or (Aka.~a) and it can be 

perceived by ear. 

2. Air ( Vayu)- the combination of essence of sound and touch (spar5a tanmatra) 

creates the element of air or ( Vayu) with qualities of sound and touch. 

3. Fire (Agni) - the further mixing of the color tanmatra (rupa tanmatra) with 

sound and touch tanmatra results in the creation of the elements of fire or light 

together with the properties of sound, touch and color. 

4. Water (Jala) - the element water arises out of the taste tanmatra (rasa 

tanmatra) as mixed with those of sound, touch, color. It has the attributes of 

sound, touch, color and taste. 

5. Earth (Prthvf)- when the smell tanmatra (gandha tamnatra) is added to those 

of sound, touch, color and taste creates the element of (Prthvf) or earth. The 

earth has all the five qualities of sound, touch, color, taste and smell. "The five 

physical elements of Akiisa, Vayu, Agni, Jala, and Prthvfhave respectively the 

specific qualities of sound, touch, color, taste and smell. These are specific 

elements which are apprehended by ordinary human beings. "Among the gross 

elements like Akiisa etc. abounding in the sattva component, some are calm, 

happy, pleasant and buoyant; some abounding rajas component, are turbulent, 

179 Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005) p.66 
180 Sen Gupta, A. Classical Siimkhya: A Critical Study, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers 
Ltd., 1982) p. 129 
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miserable and unstable; some abounding in the tiimas component are deluded 

d d d I . h ··181 espon ent an s uggts . , 

The above mentioned process of evolution, according to Samkhya philosophy may be 

illustrated the following chart: 

Prakrti 

Mahat 

Ahamkara 

Manas Sensory organs Motor organs Tanmiitras Mahiibhutas 

Eyes Mouth Riipa Ether 

Ears Hand Sabda Air 

Nose Feet Gandha Fire 

Tongue Anus Rasa Water 

Skin Generative Organs Spa ria Earth 182 

181 
Jha, R.N. Siimkhyadarsana, (Delhi: Vidyanidhi Prakashan, 2009) p. 33 

182 
Nair, P.K.S. The Siirilkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 64 
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2.4 The Sarilkhya Theory of Knowledge 

Analysis: 

In this section, I am intending to discuss of the comprehensive account of knowledge 

of Samkhya system. After dealing with metaphysical side of this system, let us tum 

our attention towards its epistemological conceptions, for it Isvarakr~Q.a observes that 

object can be apprehended through the source or means of cognition. Or in other 

words, the attention of reliable of knowledge is based on determining the means of 

correct knowledge. 183 It is- necessary to discuss the conceptions of valid knowledge 

(pramii) and the method of knowing (pramiirw) because it underlies all epistemic 

discussion. 

Before discussing the conception of pramii and pramii~w, it would be worthwhile to 

enquire how Sarnkhya doctrine of Satkiirya is linked up with its epistemological 

disposition. That means, is there any relation or link between Samkhya theory of 

knowledge and its doctrine of causality? Or in other words why do samkhyas suggest 

any relation between the doctrine of Satkiirya and its theory of knowledge? In fact for 

Sa1i1khya, knowledge is produced through the sense-object-contact. But knowledge 

arises when the existence of any object or substance comes to our range of vision. 

Suppose there is an object like 'pot'. It comes with the range of vision. buddhi or 

intellect is so modified as to assume form of the pot and the self or soul becomes 

aware of the existence of a pot. 18
,
4 Thus the existence of 'pot' is played a significant 

role because a percipient being cannot perceive without a perceptual content. 

PramiiiJa is that by which pramii or valid knowledge is acquired, which suggests that 

it is an instrument of means of valid cognition. In the Samkhya system, it is the 

function of the intellect (budd hi) that is regarded as pramii~1a or specific cause of true 

knowledge. Valid knowledge is a definite and unerring cognition of an object through 

the modification of buddhi or the intellect which reflects the consciousness of self in 

it. What we call the mind or manas is an unconsciousness material product of 

Prakrti in Sari1khya system; but consciousness or intelligence which really belongs to 

183 Siimkhya-Kiirikii, 4. Quotation taken from Chakravarti, P. Origin and Development of The Siimkhya 
System a/Thought, (New Delhi: Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 1975) p. 171. 
184 Radhakrishnan, 5., Indian Philosophy, (New York: Oxford University, 1989) pp. 297-298 
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the characteristics of self (Puru.ya). But the self cannot immediately apprehend the 

worldly objects. If it could, then we would know all the objects of the world. 185 In fact 

it is not the case. Actually, the self knows the objects through a mental modification 

that corresponds to apprehension produced in the sense organs by the object. Or other 

words, we have a true knowledge of objects through when the activity of external 

organs, the manas and their forms are apprehended on the intellect which in its turn, 

reflects the consciousness of the self. 186 In this context, Dr. Shiv Kumar highlights 

that "knowledge precisely means function of Buddhi or Citta which in turn means 

getting form the object known through the medium of internal and external organs in 

Sarhkhya" 187 

Pramii or valid knowledge is definite and unerring cognition of object. If we analyze 

this conception of pramii, we shall get three essential function involved in all valid 

knowledge. Knowledge as function implies a subject-object relation. On the other 

hand Vijnana Bhiksu states that, knowledge is a synthesis of the two subject and 

object, since the subject requires an object to know and the object depends on the 

subject to be known. 188 

The methods or sources of valid knowledge vary in number from school to school. 

The Can,aka accepts only one source of valid knowledge- perception. The Buddhas 

and Vaisesikas accept two sources- perception and inference. Sari1khyas admit three 

sources-perception, inference and authority or testimony. The other sources of valid 

knowledge are comparison, postulation, and non-cognition. But they are not 

recognized by Sarhkhya School. 

2.5 Perception (Pratyka~a) 

Nature 

In the arena of epistemological enquiries perception has been accepted by all schools 

of Indian philosophy. Perception precedes (pramii~ws) all other means of knowledge, 

185 Datta and Chattarjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.274 
186 Ibid., p. 275 
187 Kumar, S. Samkhya-Yoga Epistemology, (Delhi: Eastern Book Linkers, 1984) p. 1 
188 Radhakrisnan, S. Indian Philosophy, Vol. II. (New York: Oxford University Press,1989) p. 304 
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because it is direct or immediate cognition of an object. It comes first and is most 

fundamental and the root of all other methods of knowledge. Dr. Shiv Kumar has 

asserted, "all systems utilizing epistemology to prove or to understand or to explain to 

others their metaphysical investigations supp011 their theories through perception." 189 

Dr. D.M. Datta has offered the definition o'fperception {pratyka.Ja), 

"The word pratyka~a etymologically consists of two elements prati (to, before, near) 

and ak.Ja (sense-organ), or prati and aksi (eye). So in common parlance it has come to mean 

'present to or before the eyes or any other sense-organ' and hence 'direct', 'immediate', etc. it 

is contrasted with the word paroksa, which means 'away from the eye or other sense organ', 

'mediate', 'indirect' etc. it is primarily used as an adjective." 190 

Perception is definite sense cognition. In other words perception arise only when there 

is a presentation of an object on the one hand and operation of one of the sense organs 

on the other. Perception always depends upon some sort of sannikar$a between its 

object and a particular sense organ. So basically, perception is based on the sense-

object-relationship. When an object like a pot comes within the range of your visual 

perception, there is a contact between the pot and your eyes. As a result of which 

there are certain indriya- vrttis (impression) which are presented to the mind. Those 

vrttis or impressions are analyzed and synthesized by the mind (manas) and presents 

to the intellect. Then through the activity of external senses, mind, buddhi or intellect 

becomes modified into the form of a pot. However the intellect being a consciousness 

principle of Prakrti cannot know an object by itself, although the shape of the object 

is present in it. And finally, with reflection of selfs consciousness in it, the 

unconscious modification of the intellect or buddhi into the shape of a pot becomes 

revealed into a conscious state of perception. This is the perceptual knowledge of a 

pot. 191 Dr. Datta and Dr. Chattetjee has highlighted in this context, "Just as a mirror 

reflects the light of a lamp and thereby manifests other things, so the material 

principle of buddhi, being transparent and bright (siittvika), reflects the consciousness 

ofthe self and illuminates or cognizes the objects ofknowledge." 192 In the opinion of 

189 Kumar, S. Siirilkhya-Yoga Epistemology, (Delhi: Eastern Book linkers, 1984) p. 56 
190 Datta, D.M. The Six Ways of Knowing, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1997) p. 30 
191 Sen Gupta, A. Classical Siirilkhya: A Critical Study, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers 
Ltd., 1982) p. 17 
192 Data and Chattrjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
pp. 275-276 
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ISvarakr~Qa, Perception is defined as prativi.~ayadhyavasiiya. 193 Prativi$aya signifies 

the sannikar$a between the external sense-organs and its object. Thus perception is 

definite cognition of objects obtain through the sense-organs. Prof. Nair has also 

defined, "Perception according to the Samkhya not only posits and presents a world 

but also constructs fine objects in it. It involves the activity of the attentive mind 

which enlarges the undifferentiated data into judgment of identity and is the 

distinctive cause of valid perception." 194 External perception is caused by the 

combined operation of external sensory and internal organs whereas internal 

perception is caused by only the operation of the internal organs. So in both the cases, 

there must be sannikar$a (sense-object relation). Dr. Anima Sen Gupta has made a 

study in this context, 

"When the sannikar.~a happens to take place between an external sense-organ and its 

specific object, the intellect which is permeated with consciousness of Puru.')a, gets changed 

into the form of object. This change of buddhi into the form of object is what is known as 

vrtti. This vrtti or modification of the intellect in the form of object cause through the 

operation of the sense-organ is Pratyka.~a Pramii~w. And the reflection of Puru.5a in this 

d 'fi . . p k p ---195 mo 1 !CatiOn IS raty ·a.'fa- rama. · 

2.5.1 Stages of Perception 

In this section, we shall discuss the two stage of perception. One is called intermediate 

perception or nirvikalpaka pratyka$a and other is called savikalpaka pra(vka$a or 

determination perception. Before going to elaborate the conceptual analysis of these 

two stages of perception, I want to highlight one point here is this- why this section is 

called as 'stage of perception', but why not as 'kinds ofperception'? I have found in 

many texts, the kinds of perception have been mentioned or written. But it could be 

better to articulate it as the stages of perception because they are inter- related to each 

other, we cannot separate one from another. But fact is that we can only distinguish 

them in thought and not in reality. They are two stages of same process of perception. 

That is why I have mentioned this section as stages of perception. According to 

193 Sarilkhya-Karika, v. 1.5. Quotation taken from P.K.S. Nair, The Sarilkhya System, (Delhi: New 
Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 75 
194 Nair, P.K.S. The Sarilkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 75 
195 Sen Gupta, A. Classica/Sarilkhya: A Critical Study, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers 
Ltd., 1982) p. 20 
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Sarhkhya nirvikalpaka pratyk~a and savikalpaka pratyk.~a are two stages of 

knowledge. This distinction is made in tenns of the function differences the external 

organs and internal organs. The external sense organs are first to operate in producing 

perceptual cognition of an object. As a result the awareness of perceptual cognition of 

an object from their operation is an indeterminate perception. Indeterminate 

perception is bare sensation of an object which is directly presented to us. That is why 

indeterminate perception is to be considered as primary stage or early stage of 

perception. The external produce non-relation apprehension of an object simply as 

indefinite only. Non-relation means when the perception occurs at the very first 

moment, we have the knowledge of indeterminate or nirvikalpaka, which means the 

knowledge of a thing is derived without any connection or predicate such as this is a 

cow or this is a blue. It provides the un-related element of an object such as cowness 

or blueness and also the bare sensation of an object which is directly presented to us. 

One can understand or articulate nirvikalpaka praty/cya in terms of non -relational 

apprehension or in better way can put indeterminate perception as immediate 

apprehension, direct experiencing of object which is non -relational apprehension, 

which is free from assimilation, determination, analysis and synthesis. So the simple 

apprehension gives rise to change into the form determinate and qualified object, 

when mind comes into operation ~f conceptual cognition. It is because "mind or 

manas has the characteristics of power of detennining the nature of object by making 

such discrimination as 'ayam guJJah' etc." 196 Both discrimination and assimilation are 

the function of mind which is involved in the determinate perception. The second type 

of perception is the result of analysis, synthesis and interpretation of sense data by 

mind or manas. Dr. Datta and Dr. Chatterjee have highlighted the understanding of 

the determinate perception, "It is the determinate cognition of an object as a particular 

kind of thing having certain qualities and standing in certain relation to other things. 

The determinate perception of an object is expressed in the form of a subject-

predicate proposition, e.g. 'this is a cow'." 197 Hence determination perception begins 

to emerge as soon as mind comes to operate. 

For example, when we go from day light to dark conference hall to attend the 

seminar, at the very first moment we do not clearly see anything like, all the 

196 Ibid., p. 24 
197 Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.277 
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participants, the speaker and the seats, but after some minute we can see everything in 

the conference Hall. Now where indeterminate perception in is this above said 

example, when we enter into conference Hall we cannot see anything clearly, but we 

are having the dim sense experience of objects which gradually manifest themselves 

to us. So here first primary stage of perception which is the dim sense experience of 

object is called Nirvikalpaka pratyka.~a or indeterminate perception. While clear 

perception of them is savikalpaka pratyka.~a or determinate perception. 

To sum up the above discussion, we can imply that according to Sarhkhya School, 

Nirvikalpaka pratyka$a and Savikalpaka pratyka$a are two stages in the perception of 

same fact. "Detem1inate perception is the cognition relatedness as in the case of 'I 

recognize the pot and there is no relatedness in indeterminate perception but only the 

identity as in the cognition of the statement." 198 In addition to it, Buddhi comes into 

contact with external objects through sensory organs. At the first moment, there is an 

indeterminate perception (Nin1ikalpaka pratyka$a) in which the particular features or 

natures of the objects are not being noticed. In fact indeterminate perception involves 

a direct or immediate perception of an object. But at the second moment, through the 

exercise of mental analysis and synthesis, the object is perceived as possessing a 

definite nature or features. And then we have the determinate perception (Savikalpaka 

pratyka.~a). 

2.6 Inference (Anumiina) 

The second kind of method of valid cognition is Inference. It is defined as that 

cognition which pre-supposes some other cognition. It is mediate and indirect 

knowledge as it follows some other knowledge. It is only right, when it should be 

defined after perception. Inferential knowledge is that knowledge in which the 

modification of the intellect in the form of the inferred object occurs in the absence of 

sannikar~·a (the contact of sense organ with the object). Here the middle term (linga) 

is perceived and the major term is inferentially apprehended through its relation to the 

middle term. 199 According to Sarhkhya, inference is defined as "the knowledge of 

198 Nair, P.K.S. The Samkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 75 
199 Sen Gupta, A. Classical Samkhya: A Critical Study, (New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers 
Ltd., 1982) p. 17 
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one term of a relation, which is not perceived, through the knowledge of the other 

tenn which is perceived and is explicitly understood as invariably related to the first 

term. In anumana what is perceived leads us to the knowledge of a universal relation 

(vyiipti) between the two."200 

Perception and inference are both valid methods of knowledge. But perception is 

independent of any previous knowledge, whereas inference depends on previous 

knowledge. Inference depends on perception for the knowledge of the linga or middle 

term as subsisting in the paksa or the minor term. It depends on the perception also 

for the vyiipti or universal relation between the middle term and major term of 

inference. Inference is knowledge derived from some other knowledge, while 

perception is not derived from any other knowledge. So that inference is mediate and 

perception is immediate knowledge of an object. Both inference and perception form 

a continuous process for knowledge, but knowledge of imperceptible things is to be 

cognized by means of inference.201 The Indian inference has three terms; the major 

term, the minor term and the middle term are called sadhya, paksa, hetu or linga 

respectively. Inference is the knowledge which arises after knowledge. Universal 

relation or invariable concomitance (vyapti) is the backbone of inference. The 

presence of middle term in the minor term is called pa/cyadharmatii. The invariable 

association of the middle term with the major term is called vyapti. The knowledge of 

pak5adharmata as qualified by vyapti is called pariimarsha. Inference knowledge can 

be established as: (1) - the mountain has fire, (2) - because of the smoke, (3) -

wherever there is smoke, there is fire, (4) - the mountain has smoke and (5) -

therefore it has fire. Of the five proposition mentioned, the first one is logical 

statement which is to be proved. The second gives hetu or 'reason' which states the 

reason for the establishment of the first proposition. The third gives us the major 

premise and concrete illustration of hetu and sadhya. The fourth gives us the 

concomitance of the middle term and minor term. And the fifth is the conclusion 

drawn from preceding proposition. These above five mentioned propositions are 

regarded or called as 'members' or avayavas. 202 Inference is considered by the 

200 Siimkhya Tattva Kaumudl, 5. Quotation taken from S.C. Chattarjee, Nyiiya Theory of Knowledge, 
(Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1978) p.234 
201 Nair, P.K.S. The Siimkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 78 
202 Sharma, C. D. A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p. 198 
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logicians to be three kinds namely, pfirvavat, she.5avat and samanyatodr$/a. With 

regard to the classification of inference, Sari1khya accepts the Nyaya view although in 

a slightly different. Saritkhya Tattva Kaumudf adopts a different classification as 

inference is divided into two namely, vita and avila. The vita is based on the observed 

positive concomitance of the major term and middle term; avila is based on their 

negative concomitance.203 Vita inference comprises into two varieties, namely 

pfirvavat and samanyatodr .. '>fa, while avita is known as she.5avat. So there are three 

kinds if inference namely, piirvavat, she.5avat and samanyatodr$/a. "The exact 

meanmg of these terms in Indian logic is not altogether clear and the last is 

particularly uncertain."204 Purvavat and she .. wvat types of inference are based on the 

causal relations. Purvavat inference takes place when there is an inference of 

unperceived effect from a perceived cause. This means it is an inference from the 

antecedent to the consequences, i.e. from cause to effect. In this inference, the middle 

term is related to the major tern as its cause and the middle term is antecedent to it. 

For instance, we perceive the heavy dark clouds in the sky and at that time we make 

an inferential knowledge that there will be rainfall which is unperceived effect. A 

she.5avat inference takes place when there is an inference of unperceived cause from a 

perceived effect. This means it is an inference from the consequence to the 

antecedent, i.e. from effect to cause. In this inference, the middle term is related to the 

major tern as an effect and the middle tenn is consequent to it. For instance, we 

perceive that there is a swift muddy flooded water of a river and we make an 

inferential knowledge of past rain which is unperceived cause. Samanyatodr$!a 

inference is not based on a causal unifonnity. In this inference, the vyapti or the 

universal relation between the middle tenn and major term does not depend on a 

causal relation, because the middle term of the inference is related to the major term 

neither as a cause nor as an effect but find the middle term to be similar to objects 

which are related to the major term, for instance our inferential knowledge of sense-

organs. How do we know that we have the visual sensory organ and other sense? It 

cannot be by mans of perception. The senses are super-sensible. Therefore we have to 

know the existence of senses by means of inference. The knowledge of color or touch 

is possible only the act of seeing or touching which we infer as the means of sense 

203 Siimkhya Tattva Kaumudl, p. 25-26. Quotation taken from P.K.S. Nair, The Siimkhya System, (Delhi: 
New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 78 
204 Nair, P.K.S. The Siimkhya System, (Delhi: New Bharatiya Book Corporation, 2005) p. 80 
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organ. So the knowledge of those objects which are beyond the reach of sensory 

organs is known through Samanyatodr.~fa inference. In Sarhkhya, Prakrti is the super-

sense entity. Its existence is proved through Samanyatodr.~fa inference by knowing its 

manifest mahat etc. with three gw:zas or constituents. In fact this inference lies 

beyond the range of sense-perception, as from the previous knowledge of the 

universal relation of smoke and fire in numerous instances; the existence of fire can 

be inferred from the smoke in the distant hill. 

2.7 Verbal Testimony (Aptavacana): 

The third kind of valid knowledge is Sabda or verbal testimony. It is constituted by 

authoritative statements. It is also known as aptavacana. It produces the knowledge of 

the objects which cannot be known by perception and inference. Aptavacana is 

defined by as the statement reliable or trustworthy person. A statement is a sentence 

which is made up of arrangement of words in a certain way. "A word is a sign which 

denotes something (vacaka), and its meaning (artha) is the thing denoted by it 

(vacya). That is, a word is a symbol which stands for some object."205 "A sentence is 

defined as a collection of words and a word is defined as that which is potent to 

convey its meaning."206 This subject suggests that the understanding of sentence is the 

requirement of the understanding of the meaning of its constituents of words. Sabda is 

of two kinds- Laukika and Vaidika. The first is the testimony of ordinary trustworthy 

persons. Testimony is always personal. It is the words of human beings who are liable 

to error, only the word of trustworthy persons (who always speak the truth) are valid. 

However this testimony is not recognized by Sarhkhya as a separate Pramii1Ja, since it 

depends on perception and inference. But Vaidika testimony is perfect and infallible, 

because it is the testimony of Sruti or Vedas, that is accepted as a third independent 

Pramii1Ja, because Vedas provides us true knowledge about supra-sensuous entities 

which cannot be known through perception and inference. The Veda being 

independent of human authorship is free from all defects and is always regarded as 

valid and perfect. It is for this reason that the kno~ledge derived from Smrti, ltzhas, 

205 Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p.279 
206 Sharma, C. D., A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers, 
1994)p.204 
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Purcu:ra etc. which are based upon the Veda, is regarded as valid. "The Vedas embody 

the institutions of enlightened seers (rsis). These institutions being universal and 

external experiences are not dependent on the will or consciousness of individual 

persons. As such the Vedas are impersonal ( apauruseya ). Yet they are not eternal 

since they arise out of the spiritual experiences of seers and saints, and are conserved 

by a continuous line of instruction from generation to generation."207 Dr. Datta and 

Dr. Chatterjee argued. 

Conclusion 

To bring this chapter to a close, we can say, this section of the chapter is aiming 

towards discuss the epistemic· aspect of this Sarhkhya system. Knowledge briefly 

means taking the form of an object by Buddhi (intellect). That also suggests in the 

case of perceptual knowledge of a 'pot'. The eye (visual senses) comes in contact 

with a pot as a result of which there are certain sensory organs which are presented to 

the mind. Then mind analyses and synthesises those presented sensory organs and 

presents them to the intellect (Buddhi). And then the intellect assumes the form of a 

pot through the functioning of mind and the sensory organs. Finally, the 

consciousness of the self is reflected in this process of perception and the object 

immediately revealed. This is the perceptual knowledge of a pot. The first section of 

this chapter gives an account of the dualism of Prakrti and Purusa. And highlight the 

relation between of them which is a central doctrine Sarhkhya system. 

207 Datta and Chatterjee, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1984) 
p. 279 
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Chapter III 

Sarilkhya on Prakrti Paril.ziimaviida: A Critical Examination 

Introduction 

In this Chapter I am gomg to highlight and examme the Sari1khya vtew of 

Satkiiryaviida with special reference to Prakrti Parirzamiiviida and the arguments of 

ISvarakp:;Qa in defence of doctrine of Satkiirya. In Indian philosophy, Satkiiryaviida of 

Sa1i1khya and Asatkiiryaviida of Nyaya have been regarded as the two principle 

theories of causation, but they are opposed to each other. What is the subject matter of 

proposing of these two theories in the domain of philosophical studies? Actually, the 

fact is the relation between the material cause and its effect are the point of main crux 

between these two doctrines of causality. The whole idea of my aim on this chapter is 

to explain the notion of causality by comparing between two contesting theories 

namely, Satkiiryaviida and Asatkiiryaviida. 

3.1 Stresses on Material Cause (Upiidiina KiiraiJa) 

In Indian philosophy, the notion of causality treats mainly on the understanding of 

two categories namely, 'nimitta kiirarza' and 'upiidiina kiira~w' than it had been a 

different situation in the west. Here the western treatment of causation has not been 

dealt, which is a different aspect of philosophical debate as per as my finding research 

is concerned. I am completely focusing on classical Indian thought with special 

reference to Samkhya philosophical tradition. Prof. Radhakrishnan highlights in this 

context as, "The Samkhya distinguishes two kinds of causes, efficient (nimitta) and 

material (upiidiina)". 208 I shall try to show, why has uptidtina kara~w (material cause) 

been constituted an important issue for in Indian thinkers than efficient cause? In 

other words why Indian thinkers have been given more stress on material cause 

(uptidiina ktirarza) than efficient cause (nimilla ktira~w)? 

208 Radhakrishnan, S., Indian Philosophy, (New York: Oxford University, 1989) p. 257 
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To substantiate this question, let me first briefly start with the conceptual 

understanding between upadana and nimitta. The Sanskrit definition for upadana 

karaJJa is - 'karyanvittam kara~wm' - the effect which is inherent in the cause and 

another definition for upadana karaJJa is- 'kmyabhinam kara~wm'- the cause which 

is not different from the effect. Sanskrit definition for nimiffa kara]Ja is 'Utpatti matra 

karaJJam'- that which is the cause only for the origination of effect. 209 For example: 

clay is upadana for a pot. You need clay as material for making a pot, because pot is 

only made out of clay and also by virtue of its definition which suggests that clay is 

inherent to the pot, which is the effect. But a query can be raised in this context, how 

does it become a pot? Is it become a pot by itself? Or is it due to occur by somebody 

or object of any activity? Yes, it has to be made by a potter. So here the potter is 

efficient cause (nimitta). In other words, we can articulate material cause which 

occurs or happens due to something (note: here something can be any object of 

world), whereas efficient cause happens only due to any human beings or object of 

any activity. Here we can get to know one important thing between material and 

efficient cause is this - the material cause enters into the effect and the efficient cause 

gives an active influence from outside on the effect. "The material cause enters into 

the constitution of the effect.. .. The efficient cause exerts an extraneous influence on 

the effect; it co-operates with causal power inherent in the material cause ... "210 Prof 

J.N. Sinha said. 

3.2 The Problem of Essence of Effect: Two Main Theories of Causation 

We have seen that the material cause and its relation to the effect are always played an 

important role in the doctrine of causality. Now on the account of conflicting status of 

effect in the doctrine of causality; the question arises weather an effect is already 

existing in its material cause or not. Whenever we are talking about the existence of 

an effect in its material cause; at .the same moment many fundamental questions come 

to our mind that - Does an effect pre-figure in its material cause? Or is an effect 

known as hidden form of pre-existence in its material cause? Or where does the effect 

derive its essence? Is the essence derived from void? Or does the material cause 

209 http://wordpress.arshavidyakendratrust.org/wp-content/themes/Larisa/Catuhsutri/Talk 028-
Feb 20.%202009.pdf pp. 4-5. Accessed on 11/07/2013. 
210Sihna, J. Indian Philosophy, Vol. I {New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,2006) p. 9 
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contribute any essence to an effect? What is the status of cause when an effect comes 

into existence? Is it totally removed or is it still to continue? I shall take up these 

issues to discuss in this proposed chapter. In fact the problem of essence of effect is 

the basic problem of Indian Philosophers on which other Indian theories of causation 

may be based on. There are only two ways with regard to the status of pre-existent of 

effect in its cause. If the effect pre-exists in its material cause that means the effect is 

non-different from its cause. And if the effect does not pre-exist in its material cause 

that means the effect is different from its cause. This is the basis for the division of the 

Indian theories of causality into two kinds namely, Satktiryavtida and Asatktiryavtida. 

So, Jet me take first Satktiryavtida. Here, Sat means existent or real and Kmya is 

known as effect. The doctrine of pre-existent effect or Satktiryavtida advocates that an 

effect pre-exists in its material cause even before its production and also an effect is 

present in a potential state or condition in the cause. And it becomes manifest in the 

process of causal operation. Since, it is found that it is the milk which gives rise to 

curd, but not the sand. Satktiryavtidin defends that curd is already there in the milk in 

an unmanifested condition and it becomes manifest only when it assumes a shape 

which is different from that of milk. So Satktiryavtidins mainly have emphasized on 

the pre-existence of effect in the material cause. The Ntisadfya-Sukta of Sg Veda 

indicates "the pre-existence of the effect in its cause. The production of 'sat' from 

'asat' suggests a causal relation between vyakta and avykta".211 In the Chtindogya 

Upani.yad, it has been stated that ''effect is non-different from its cause"? 12 The same 

idea is found in Bhagavad Gila is: ''of the non-existent there is no coming to be; of 

the existent there is no ceasing to be". 213 Therefore we can trace the root of 

Satktiryavtida in the ancient tradition which has been brought into a coherent theory 

by different schools of Indian philosophy. 

On the other hand, Asatktiryavtida advocates that an effect does not pre-exist in its 

material cause before the process of causal operation and effect is not in there in the 

cause. If the effect already existed in its material cause before the process of causal 

operation, then there would be no sense to say that an effect is being produced. If the 

211 ~g Veda. X. 129.1. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 25 
212 Chiindogya Upanisad. VI. i. 2,3. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 25 
213 Bhagavad Gita. II. 16. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)iima in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 25 
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curd already exists in the milk, then why should not milk taste like curd? So it would 

be meaningless of saying an effect already pre-exists in its material cause. There is a 

new beginning and a new creation of an effect. So it is called as Arabhavada. The 

main exponents of Satka1yavada are Samkhya-Yoga, Advaita and VWs!iidvaita and 

of Asatkii1yavada is Nyaya-Vaise~ika. 

3.3 Arguments to Prove Satkliryavlida of Sarilkhya 

The Sarhkhya arguments to prove Satkaryavada are propounded in the following 

verse of Sarnkhya-Karika: 

Asadkara1Jiid upadanagraha~1iit sarvasambhavabhavat shaktasya 

shakyakara1Jiil kara1Jabhavac ca satkaryam. 214 

The following arguments of Samkhya for establishing of Satkii1yavada are given. 

1. Asadkara~1ad: A thing which is non-existent that cannot be brought into 

existence. 

2. Upadanagraha1Jiif: Every production reqmres an appropriate or specific 

material cause. 

3. Sarvasambhavabhavat : Everything is not possible everywhere and all times 

4. Shaktasya shakyakara1Jiil :The potent produces that, of what is capable. 

5. Kara1Jabhavat : Cause and effect are identical 

Here we need to clarify on the account of Satkaryavada. What the logic behind of it, 

that Sa1nkhya philosophy has provided these five arguments for supporting the 

Satkiiryavada. First of all I would start from the conceptual understanding of 

Satkaryavada or the doctrine of pre-existence of effect is this -the doctrine suggests 

that an effect pre-exists in its material cause even before its production and also an 

effect is present in a potential state or condition in the cause. And it becomes manifest 

in the process of causal operation. Fine, but what is the point of giving or proposing 

this idea as such Satkaryavada. The point is to prove or justify the existence of effect 

214 Siimkhya-Kiirikii, 9. Quotation taken from T.G. Mainkar, Siimkhya-Kiirikii of lsvarakrsoa (Delhi: 
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 61 
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even before its manifestation or production in its material cause; not as such the mere 

existence of effect. This is the philosophy of Satkiiryaviida . 

. The above said five reasons of ISvarakr~Qa are considered as the arguments of 

Sarhkhya for establishing Satkii1:vaviida. Now we can explain them in details. 

1. The first argument in favour of Satkiiryaviida of Sarhkhya is - "If the effect 

were really non-existent, no agency whatsoever could bring into existence".Z 15 

Commenting on this GaU<;lapada says- "we do not see that production of a non-

existent object, as oil can't be produced from sand".216 Vacaspati Misra, in his 

commentary on Siirnkhya-Kiirikii attempts to strengthen the argument of 

ISvarakr~f.la, that even a thousand artist cannot tum blue into yellow. 217 All 

these instances clearly seem to us that an effect pre-exists in the cause prior to 

its production. An effect is present in a latent or manifest condition in the 

cause. It becomes manifest in the process of causal operation, because 

manifestation is the nature of effect, since it exists. Suppose, if an effect 

doesn't pre-exist in its cause then it will become a mere imagination like the 

hom of a man. In this world, there can be no production of non-existent, 

because non-existent is that which does not exist. So how can it be possible, if 

something which does not exist then how it is being produced? Thus, the 

effect has to be existent prior to its production. For e.g. sky flower which is a 

non-existent entity. It cannot be produced, because it does not exist; only 

existent object can be produced. In fact, what can be existent that can be 

produced and also that cannot be made totally non-existent; what can't be 

existent that can't be produced at all. 

2. The Second argument in favor of Satkiiryaviida of Sarhkhya provides - every 

production requires an appropriate material cause. Only particular material 

cause is taken for a particular effect to be brought about. This suggests if 

someone wants to produce particular effect then he or she will seek an 

appropriate material cause for its production. For instance- if one who wants 

215 Samkhya-Karika, 9. Quotation taken from T.G. Mainkar, Samkhya-Karika of lsvarakm:w {Delhi: 
Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 63 
216 Gau(japada Bhowa, 9 .. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Parif)ama in 
Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 27. 
217 Samkhyo Tattva Kaumudl, 9. Quotation taken from T.G. Mainkar, Samkhya-Karika of lsvarak($f)O 
{Delhi: Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratisthan, 2004) p. 64 
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to produce curd, and then he will seek milk which is an appropriate material 

cause for the production of Curd. But we cannot have curd from water. 

Likewise a pot can be produced out of clay only and a cloth can be produced 

out of threads only. These arguments reveal here that there is a restriction in 

search for certain cause alone for certain effect. It is because of the effect is 

invariably connected with its cause and it clearly shows that the pre-existence 

of effect in its cause. In this context, Vacaspati Misra interprets it as meaning 

"because of relatedness to material cause". 218 For instance oil is related to oil 

seeds and oil is produced or derived from only oil seeds not from water. 

Suppose the effect is said not to be pre-figured in its material cause even 

before its manifestation, then the relation of certain effects with causes cannot 

be established. Because the relation can exist only when both cause and effect 

are existent; certain effects are related to certain causes prior to causal 

operation. So we conclude that effect has to be existent in the material cause 

before the process of causal operation. 

3. The third argument in favour of Satkaryavda is - everything is not possible 

everyw·here and "it is also a maner of our experience that everything is not 

produced from anything".219 This argument suggests that only certain causes 

can produce certain effects. Certain cause such as Milk is seen to produce only 

certain effect as Curd. Suppose we do not accept the relation between the 

cause and effect, then every effect will arise from every cause. To some extent 

this third argument is overlapping with previous argument. Though, both 

arguments are considered to establish the pre-existent of effect in cause, but 

their approaches are different from each other. While, the second argument 

establishes the pre-existent of effect in terms of our search for certain effect in 

certain causes. Whereas, the third argument proves it in terms of the 

production of certain effect from certain cause. For instance - only certain 

effect curd is derived or produced from certain cause as milk. So the 

production of effect suggests that an effect is implicit in its material cause 

before its manifestation, because the effect already contained in the cause. 

218 Siimkhya Tattva Kaumudi, 9. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of Paril)iima 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 28 
219Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Paril)iima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan, 2005) p. 28 
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4. Particular effects are produced only from particular causes, because of 

possessing of potential of latter. The effect exists in its cause even before its 

production, "because the production of what is possible, can be only from 

what is competent of cause such possibilities manifest". 220 The potentiality is 

nothing but the not yet come to our undeveloped state of the effect. Hence, 

because that which is competent can produce the effect that is capable ofbeing 

produced by it; production of a non-entity cannot take place. So material 

causality is nothing but the possession of potentiality to become an effect. But 

does this potentiality belong to that belongs to that which has potential? Or 

that which is devoid of this potential? If the potentiality belongs to that which 

is devoid of this potential, then there would be production of a water pot from 

yam leading to the absurdity of anything being produced from anything. If it 

belongs to that which has potential, i.e. residing in the potent cause, is it 

operative on all effects or upon that effect only for which it is potent? "If it is 

operative on all effects, the same state of non-restriction will arise: this is 

operative only upon that for which it is potent, then it is to be explained as to 

how it can operate upon a non-existent effect. If it is said that particular 

potency is itself of the sort that it produces only certain effects, not all, then it 

may be asked ; is this particular potency related to the effect or not?"221 In 

other words, the cause cannot have the potentiality for the effect unless the 

effect is already present in the cause in the form of potentiality. 

5. The effect pre-exists in the cause prior to its productions since the effect is 

non-different from the cause. That means the effect is being identical with its 

cause. If the cause is existent then the effect can't be non-existent and it must 

exist; because the existence of cause itself implies the existent of effects. Or 

we can put it better way that- the existence of effect can't be possible without 

having the existent of cause. 

Production is development or manifestation (iivirbhiiva). Destruction is disappearance 

or dissolution (tirobhiiva). Prof. J.N. Sinha has asserted, in his Indian Philosophy the 

suggestions as, "Production is transition from an implicit to an explicit condition. 

220Scirilkhya Pravacana Siitra. 1.117. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of 
PariQcima in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 28 
221 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Pari (Ieima in Indian Philosophy, {New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005) p.29 
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Destruction is transition from an explicit to implicit condition .... For instance- Gold 

is transformed into ornaments. Ornaments are melted into gold".222 "There is neither 

creation of the non-existent nor the destruction of the existent". 223 This view is 

supported by Bhagavad Glta, which says: "there is no creation of the non-existent, 

there is no destruction of the existenf'.224 So basically production is neither 

origination of a non-existent entity nor destruction of existent entity, rather it an 

explicit condition of effect, which is pre-existent in its cause. 

Gaudapada says that, "the effect is of the same nature as of its cause, e.g. nee IS 

produced from paddy". 225 If the effect were not existent in the cause, the rice could 

be produced from "Mandia"226 and since it is not the case, the effect must be regarded 

as to be existent in the cause prior to its production. 

The last argument of Samkhya to prove Satkaryaviida is based on the assumption that 

the effect is identical with the cause with regard to the 'essence'. Cause and effect are 

identical in nature and they are not different. The Samkhya gives the following 

arguments to prove the identity of the cause and the effect. Vacaspati Misra adduces 

the following arguments to prove the identity of cause and effect. 

a. Effect is not different from its material cause, since it is a property of the cause 

which belongs to it. A jar is not different from the clay it is made of, because it 

is the property or attribute of the clay. "An object differing in its essence from 

another object can never be its property or attribute."227 Suppose there are two 

object, jar and table. A jar is being the different from a table, because it can 

never be the attribute of the table. So the jar belongs to the clay so far as its 

attribute concerned. 

b. Causal relation can take place between clay and a pot. Clay and pot are not 

different object, because clay is the material cause for a pot and "there is a 

222Sihna, J. Indian Philosophy, Vol. I (New Delhi: Motilal Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.,2006) pp. 6-7 
223 Scimkhya Tattva Kaumudi, 9. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of PariQcima 
in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 30 
224 Bhagavad Gita. II. 16.Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of PariQcima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 30 
225 Gaudapcida Bhcisya, 9. Quotation taken from K. Chenchulakshmi, The Concept of PariQcima in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 30 
226 It is a kind of food, which is eaten by poor people of Odisha. 
227 M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p.40 
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relation of constituent and constituted between them.',n8 Causal relation 

cannot exist between the objects which are essentially different, for e.g. in the 

case of pot and cow. The relation can subsist only between clay and pot, 

because they are essentially identical in nature and they are not different 

objects. 

c. "The two objects which are different in their very essence, they can be 

conjoined as a pool and a tree; disjoined like the Himalayas and Vindhys". 229 

But the clay and a pot are not different, since they are not two entities differing 

from each other in essence. We do find that, "there is neither 'conjunction' nor 

'separation' between them; they are not two different objects". 230 

d. Clay and pot are not different, because a pot does not itself give any room for 

any product which makes its weight different from the weight of the clay 

constituting it. An object different in essence from another object in essence 

always has a weight different from the weight of the other. For example, "the 

lowering of the balance caused by a bracelet weighing two pal as is more than 

that caused by the bracelet weighing a single pala."231 But we find that there is 

no such difference between the clay and a pot. This proves that the effect, a 

pot is not different from its cause, the clay. 232 

The identity of cause and its effect have been accepted, the existence of the cause 

entails the existence of effect, which suggests that the effect already exists before 

the process of causal operation. 

228 Ibid., p. 40 
229 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Parif)ama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,200S)p.31 
230 Sarhkhya Tattva Kaumudi, 9. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in 
Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 40 
231 M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.! {Ghaziabad: Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p.40 
232 Siirhkhya Tattva Kaumudi, 9. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in 
Indian Philosophy, Part.! (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 41 
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3.4 Asatkiiryaviida of Nyaya and Sarilkhya defence of Satkiiryaviida 

Asatkaryaviida is the causal view that an effect is not said to be pre-existent in its 

material cause before the process of causal operation and it is not there in the cause. 

According to the Nyaya, an effect is a new creation and fresh beginning. Effect is 

said to be produced out of its material cause as new entity. "The effect is defined as 

the counter-entity of its antecedent non-existence (pragabhava-pratiyogi). It means 

that the effect leaps into existence by putting an end to its previous non-existence.'.233 

To explain it as the effect table does not exist in any form in the wood before it is 

produced. It emerges from a state of non-existence into a state of existence. 

Antecedent non-existence has no beginning but it has an end. When the effect comes 

into the state of existence, it does by putting an end to its antecedent non-existence. 

Again, the effect is essentially different from its material cause. For instance, a pot 

has a character which its constituent parts but the two halves do not have constituent 

parts. The whole (i.e. effect) has a character of its own, though it is related to its parts 

(i.e. cause) in an inseparable way. The pot can be used to keep water but the two pot-

halves by themselves do not have the same function. It is true that apart from the two 

pot-halves, the pot cannot come into existence. But it is also true that it is something 

over and above them?34 "Curd is non-existent in the milk, but it is produced from 

milk owing to the disintegration of parts and a fresh collocation of its parts.'m5 Milk 

has a particular taste and smell and curd has a different smell and taste. Their 

difference is due to the peculiarity produced by heating. "Likewise, a sprout is 

produced from a seed owing to the rearrangement of its atoms due to heat. They 

produce first a peculiarity in the shape of the first swollen condition, then an 

intermediate swelling and then last peculiarity in the shape of germination."236 

Nyaya refutes the Samkhya doctrine of Pre-existent effect in its cause and proposes its 

own theory of Causation which is known as Asatkiiryaviida. Asatkiiryaviida is the 

criticism of Satkii1yavada. According to the Nyaya, "an effect is a new creation 

(Arambha). It is non-existent in its material cause and produced anew out of its 

2331yer, M.K.V., Advaita Vedanta According to Sankara,(London: Asia Publishing House, 1964) p. 103 
234 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Poriaiima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sun deep 
Prakashan,200S)p.32 
235 Nyiiya Kusumiinjali, p. 58 
236 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Pariaiima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sun deep 
Prakashan,2005)p.32 
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material cause".237 For Nyaya, Asatkaryaviida advocates an effect is non-existent in 

its material cause before the process of causal operation and the effect is a new 

creation. Since, it is found that the purpose of curd is not served by milk and 

Asatkaryavadin argues that curd is different from the milk and curd is not there in the 

milk prior to its origination. It is totally a new product. "Sridhara in his Nyaya 

Kanda!/ poses the question: If even before the operation of Cause the cloth is existent 

in the yam, why is it not perceived even though all the conditions required for 

perception are present and there is also the desire to see it?"238 Entities like tables, 

chairs, pots and clothes are perceptible phenomena. We can perceive them because 

they are existent. They became imperceptible once they are destroyed. But when such 

perceptible objects are not perceived that imply on the question of existent of object. 

It is clear that they are perceived; when they exist and they are not perceived; when 

they are non-existent. The Naiyayikas argue, the pot (being a perceptible 

phenomenon) does not exist in the clay, since it is not perceived in the clay prior to its 

production even though our eyes (visual senses) are in good condition?39 But 

Sarhkhya asserts that we can ascertain- the existence of effect through anumana, 

though it is not amenable to perception and there IS no such reason to deny the 

existence of an object.240 

Gautama, the author of Nyaya -Siitras, has established his own view that the effect is 

non-existent (asat) even before to its production. But there is a small query. Why 

should we admit the non-existence (asat) of an effect before its production. Gautama 

answers, " ... the production and destruction of an effect are actually observed."241 In 

fact, it is nothing but only the matter of our observation towards an effect. For e.g. 

clay is transformed into jars. And jars are powered into clay. Here we can only 

observe the two different form or shape of an effect and they are distinct to each 

other. And moreover we can come to know each time anew effect of its cause. 

"Origination of the non-existent and destruction of the existent are a matter of our 

237 For more details see Motilal, B.K. "Causality in the Nyciya-Vaisesika School," PEW, XXV, No.1 Jan, 
1975:41-48 
238 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Parif)Cima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005)p.33 
239 Nyciya Kanda//, p. 144. Quotation taken from Chenchulakshmi, K. The Concept of Parif)Cima in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 33. 
240 Nyoya Manjari, p. 493 
241 Nyciya -Siitra.4.i.49. Quotation taken from Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Parif)Cima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 35 
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experience."242 Here we can find a critique between Sarhkhya and Nyaya is this: the 

words origination and destruction strike against the modification or transformation 

(Pari1Jamii), we can understand the actual meaning of origination is this- the effect, 

which is coming into existence that was non-existent before in the cause? And 

destruction means what is going out of existence that was already existent in the 

cause. Here we can sum up the Nyaya theory of causation is this- Asatkiiryaviida or 

the doctrine of the production of non-existent effect, which suggests that the effect is 

non-existent in the cause prior to its production. 

The Nyaya criticizes the Sarhkhya view of Satkii1yavada and upholds the following 

arguments. 

1. Sarhkhya had contended its first argument in support of pre-existence of the 

effect in its material cause is that - 'what is non-existent that cannot be 

brought into existence'. That means what is non-existent that cannot be 

produced also and what is produced that must be accepted to be existent even 

before its causal operation. Nyaya-Vaisesika replies to it- there are things of 

different natures. The natures of sky flower and a pot are completely different. 

The sky flower is of the nature of absolute non-existence, while a pot is of the 

nature of both existence and non-existence. A pot is non-existent before it is 

produced and it is existent after its production. So that there is no such 

difficulty in doctrine of the production of non-existent of effects. But 

Satkii1yiivadins bring the allegation against the Naiyayikas that they 

(Naiyayikas) are ascribing the contradictory features namely, non-existent and 

existent to one and same thing. However Sridhara observes that "no 

contradiction is involved, since the contradictory properties (non-existence 

and existence) characterize the effect successively and not simultaneously". 243 

This subject suggests that there is no self-contradiction in it; they are existent 

at one time and non-existent at another time. Naiyayikas stated that Sarhkhya 

cannot make the distinction between absolute non-entity and non-existent 

before its production. An absolute non-entity like sky flower is always non-

existent by its very nature and it is unproduced. On the contrary position to it, 

242 Ibid., 4.i.SO. Quotation taken from Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Parif)iima in Indian 
Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 35 
243Nyiiya -Kandoli, p. 144. Quotation taken from Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Parif)iima in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 37 
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an effect like a pot which is produced by a potter, but it is non-existent as long 

as it is unproduced. So basically it has the characteristics of both non-

existence and existence. 

Sarhkhya argues that a fictitious entity like golden mountain, which can never 

be produced because it is a non-existent entity. Non-existent means which 

does not exist at all. But the Naiyayikas replies to a fictitious entity golden 

mountain is not produced not because of it is non-existent; but because of 

there is no cause for it. Only that can be produced which has cause. 244 And 

whatever can be produced that should be non-existent before its causal 

operation. Jayanta Bhana replies to this argument by asserting that Sa1i1khya 

interpretation of non-production of non-existent entity is based on the wrong 

understanding of Asatkiiryiivada. He observes that "asatkiiryiivada does not 

suggest that anything non-existent including the absolute non-existents such as 

the sky-lotus (atyantiibhiiva) is produced, but it only means that which is 

produced is non-existent (priigiibhiiva)."245 

2. · The second argument of Sarhkhya in support of pre-existence of effect in its 

material cause is based our dependence on particular material causes for 

particular effects. Only a particular material is granted to be produced for a 

particular effect. Anyone (Whosoever it may be he or she) wants to produce 

curd, he only can think of milk. Only milk is the appropriate material cause for 

producing the curd i.e. effect. Without the pre-existence of effect in its 

material cause, our assumption to the seeking of a particular material cause for 

a specific effect to produce cannot be explained and also it cannot be 

meaningful. In this context, Naiyayikas accept that when they want to 

produce curd, they would also think of milk and not the water. But at the same 

moment they do not adopt the effect being pre-figured in its material cause. 

They contend that our search for particular effects in only particular causes 

alone could be meaningfully illustrated without accepting the doctrine of 

satkiiryii (pre-existent of effects) which openly resists our all efforts to 

determine specific causes for certain effects. For Naiyayikas, the restriction in 

244 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Parioama in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005)p.37 
245 Ibid., p. 37 
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search for certain causes alone for certain effects are not only criteria to prove 

the existence of effect in the cause. For instance- the curd is produced from the 

milk. This knowledge does not arise before the production of curd from the 

milk.246 But it is a person or agent (i.e. nimitta kiira~1a or an instrumental 

cause) who selects for certain cause for certain effects, because he knows its 

capacity to produce the certain effect through his experience. Likewise, he 

knows that milk is being capable of producing curd only i.e. effect. 247 Suppose 

we don't accept the effect being pre-figured in the material then the operation 

of the cause will be without any substratum and it would be aimless effort, if 

our search for certain cause for certain effect is based on the pre-supposition 

of prior existence of effect in its cause is not accepted. Thus Jayanta Bhana 

argued our seeking "to certain material cause such as milk when we want curd, 

implies the prior existence curd in milk, for otherwise we would be engaged in 

a wild-goose chase."248 He again says, "According to satkiilyavada, the rule 

of taking a particular material for a particular effect will not be tenable 

because, according to Samkhya-yoga, everything is everywhere. 'There is 

everything in everything' because, everything is only particular mixture of 

three gu~tas and if obstruction is removed by proper efficient causes, 

everything can be produced from everything. Jayanta Bhatta argues that, 

according to the Samkhya-Yoga all effects being transformations of sattva, 

rajas and lamas, there can be no particular cause for particular effect. Any 

effect can be expected from any cause. Thus, it is satkaryavada that defies all 

our efforts to determine material cause for effect. "249 

3. Another argument stated by Samkhya in defence of satkiiryavada is- there is a 

necessary relation between cause and effect. Suppose we do not accept this 

relation, then it would be absurdity that anything can produce anything i.e. 

every effect would arise from every cause, which is contrary to our 

experience. In the absence of a determinate relation between cause and effect, 

there can be no ground for restricting the process of causal operation to the 

246 Nyiiya Bhii$ya, IV. i. SO 
247 Nyiiya Viirttika Tiitparya Tikii, p. 622 
248 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Pari(liima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sun deep 
Prakashan,200S)p.38 
249 Ibid., p. 39 
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manifestation of a particular. "When all effects are equally non-existent and 

unrelated to the cause, there is no reason why one particular effect rather than 

another should occur, whatever the cause may be."250 This is against oflaw of 

causation. So it should be accepted that a particular cause produces a 

particular effect because of necessary relation between cause and effect. Any 

relation is not possible in the absence of "either of the relata, the things 

related as cause and effect must 'exist together' ."251 An existent cause cannot 

be thought of as having a real relation with non-existent. Therefore the effect 

must be supposed to be known as pre-hidden form in its material cause even 

before its causal operation. 

Referring to S~ilnkhya contention that if we deny the prior existence of effects 

in their respective material causes, the restriction in production being absent, 

anything can be produced from everything; "Sridhara observes that there is no 

scope for such an anomaly if we understand the causal relation on its proper 

perspective. We need not have to assume the pre-existent of the effect in order 

to explain restriction in production."252 He also observes that the competence 

of cause 'clay' is restricted to the effect namely 'pot' alone. Our experience 

clearly shows that the competence of certain other class of things such as milk 

is restricted to the production of certain other class things such as curd. Causal 

relation must be understood with reference to the specific universals 

characterizing the particulars. Thus curd cannot be produced from anything 

and everything, but the form of a thing which is characterized by the specific 

universal 'milkness' alone. Hence there is no scope for production of anything 

from everything even if we do not subscribe to the doctrine of prior existent of 

effects in the cause. 

4. Another argument of Sarhkhya in support of satkiiryiivada is - 'the potent 

cause can produce only that for which it has power or potency'. Jayanta Bhatta 

asks: "what does Sarhkhya-Yoga mean by power (Sakti)? Is it different from 

250 Ibid., p. 40 
251 Ibid., p. 40 
252 Nyiiya Kanda//, p. 144. Quotation taken from Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of Paril)iima in 
Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep Prakashan, 2005) p. 42. 
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the object manifested (i.e. the effect)? Or identical with it ( effect)?"253 If it is 

said that it is different, that means the effect is different from the power and it 

leads to the establishment of doctrine of asatkiiryiivada. If it is said that it is 

identical with effect, then it leads to the futility of causal operation. But it 

could not be support by experience. Jayanta Bhana tries to explain the real 

nature of power. For him, power is the nature of effect, which is characterized 

by its capacity (yogata) or ability and accompanied by the auxiliaries. This 

power is two types: one is existent and the other is accidental. We always 

witness that an effect is produced by the help of these two powers and for this 

if someone who wants to an effect, he will take up these two. This yogata or 

ability is not something which is different from the object. We cannot regard 

power is identical with an effect because power is itself established through 

apprehension that the nature of the effect is different from that of power. 

Suppose we take power itself to be the effect, then we have to admit that en 

effect is produced from the effect, which is baseless or absurd. Like, a pot is 

not produced from a pot. 

5. Further argument of Sarhkhya m support of satkii1yiivada is - the pre-

existence of effect in its material cause is dependent on the effect is non-

differe!lt from the cause. The Naiyayikas raise a series of objection against 

doctrine of non-difference of the cause and effect of Sarhkhya. For them, the 

difference between cause and effect is directly perceived. If cause and effect 

are supposed to be identical, then nature of whole world is same as the nature 

of its effect. Asatkiiryiivains argue there is no problem with that curd comes 

out of the milk. We can assert that the curd is produced from the milk and yet 

at the same time, they advocate that curd is not the same as the milk, but is 

something new and different. Thus, curd is not present in milk prior to its 

origination. It implies that there is a difference between curd and milk. And it 

indicates that curd is new entity and different. Here we propose to present the 

objection of Naiyayikas against the doctrine of non-difference or identity of 

cause and effect of Sarhkhya. 

253 Chenchulakshmi, K., The Concept of PariQiima in Indian Philosophy, (New Delhi: Sundeep 
Prakashan,2005)p.42 
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3.5 Nyaya Objection to the Identity Theory 

Naiyayikas have raised the objection on the production and the destruction of the 

effect in the cause. They stated that an effect is produced in the cause and is destroyed 

in the cause. The same cause can't be holding up two self-contradictory actions viz-

production and destruction. It creates contradictory position of effect in the cause. 

When a piece of cloth is torn and reduced to threads, it involves an action of being 

destroyed on the part of the cloth and that of being produced on the part of the 

threads. Thus the identity of cloth and threads will mean that the same thing involves 

both the action ofbeing destroyed and produced at the same time. 

They have raised the objection on the relation between Cause and Effect. In this 

regards, there are two kinds of tensions which we are facing in the relation between 

cause and effect. 

a. The cause and effect is objects of different cognitions. 

b. The cause and effect are objects of different words. 

In the point of 'a'. they are being explained as two different cognitions for instance, 

the cloth and the threads. We have understanding of a cloth in the form of 'this is a 

cloth'. But we have understanding of the constituent threads in the form 'these are 

threads'. The followers of Samkhya do not consider that differences in "cognitions" 

would necessarily lead to difference in the ontological status of an object. For 

instance; our cognition of 'Ram as the son of Dasaratha', which is the different from 

our cognition of 'Rama the husband of Sita'. But this does not prove that there are 

two different 'Ram as'. Likewise, in the point of 'b', they are being spoken of by 

different words. Take the same instance the cloth and the threads. But they are not 

essentially different to each other, though these are the two different words and we 

can use them in different ways, they are not different each other. 

And another important objection is raised as- the cause and effect serve different 

purposes. Take the same instance - the cloth and the threads. The cloth has its 

different function and the threads also have. The function of threads is woven into a 

cloth, though it cannot cover a body. But a cloth can cover a body. Therefore they are 

different from each other and they serve different purposes. 
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3.6 Objections Answered 

To answer the above objections, Vacasapti Misra, argues that these arguments cannot 

prove the difference between cause and effect. For him, these differences can be 

understood in terms of appearance and disappearance of certain factors in the same 

substratum. He tries to answer this first objection by putting an example of a tortoise. 

He says the limbs of the tortoise disappear when it is entering its body and while it 

becomes appear when it is again emerging from its body. It does not mean that the 

limbs are produced one the one hand and destroyed on the other hand from the same 

substance called a tortoise. Similarly,-the particular modification like a pot is coming 

out of the same clay. A pot is said to be appearing, when it is produced from clay and 

when it is said to be disappearing when it is destroyed. As a matter of fact, there is 

neither production of what is non-existent nor the destruction of what is existent. 

"There is no being for non-existent, nor non-being for existent."254 Just as the tortoise 

is not different from its contracting and expanding limbs, similarly the pot is not 

different from the clay. 

Samkhya urges "these arguments ofNaiyayikas cannot prove the essential difference 

between the cause and the effect. There is essential identities between them; their 

difference is accidental due to manifestation and non-manifestation one and the same 

thing".255 For instance we speak of a cloth in the thread, though they are not 

essentially different from each other, rather their difference in essence cannot be 

proved by looking at their difference of function and purposes. The Samkhyas argue 

that the difference in function cannot prove difference in essence, since a single entity 

can have different functions. In this context Dr. Sinha said, " ... since, a single 

substance can have different function, as the same fire can bum, cook food and give 

light, since the same substance can have different function, singly and collectively.''256 

Similarly the threads by themselves cannot serve the purposing of cover the body 

singly but when it becomes into the form a cloth then it can cover the body. 

254 Bhagavad-Gitii, 2. 16. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian 
Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 42 
255 Siirilkhya Tattva Kaumudl, 9.Quotation taken from Sinha, J. A History of Indian Philosophy, 
(Calcutta: New Central Book Agency,1987) p. 9 
256 Sinha, J. A History of lndian"Philosophy, (Calcutta: New Central Book Agency,1987) p. 9 
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There is a causal operation between the yam and the cloth. They are not different 

from each other; rather they are different states of one and the same substance. So 

they are distinct from each other and their distinction depends on our practical 

purposes. "A jar can hold water, but a lump of clay cannot. They are distinct from 

each other, because they serve different purposes. But they are not different from each 

other in their essential nature'". 257 While the material cause and the effect are the 

fundamentally one, though they are practically different and they serve for different 

purposes. 

Dr. N.L. Sinha has asserted in the context of effect, "The Sarhkhya distinguishes two 

kinds of effects, simple manifestation and reproduction. When gold is modified irito 

an ornament, there is causation by reproduction. When milk is transformed into 

cream, there is causation by simple manifestation".258 That means when an effect is in 

'reproduction' condition then there is a possibility of an effect can change to its 

previous form or shape. Suppose Gold is transformed into ornaments. Ornaments are 

melted into ·gold. And when the effect is in 'simple manifestation' condition then 

there is no possibility of changing of an effect into its previous shape or form. So both 

these arguments reveal here that an effect must be accepted as pre-figured in its cause 

even before its production. 

To provide a critical account we can take the views of opponent who strikes another 

crucial argument by raising an objection which exposes the weakness of Sa1i1khya. 

According to Sa1i1khya, an effect is said to be known as pre-figured in its material 

cause. Or in other words, it is already existent in its material cause and when it is 

produced; it supposed to be produced only when it becomes manifested. Now the 

opponent asks, "Was this manifestation of effect existent before the operation of the 

cause or was it non-existent?"259 If you accept the latter part of objection raised 

question, then you will accept the production of what is non-existent entity. And the 

moment you accept the former part of the objection, at the same time there is no 

necessity of the causal operation. As a matter of fact we do not see any use of the 

causal operation of effect. In fact it would be meaningless if we are asserting that an 

257 Siirilkhya-Kiirikii, 15. Quotation taken from Sinha, J. A .History of Indian Philosophy, (Calcutta: New 
Central Bok Agency,1987) p. 9 
258 Nanda Lal Sinha, The Siirilkhya Philosophy, preface, p. iii 
259 Bhratiya M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p.43 
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effect is manifested or produced or we say the effect is already present there in the 

form of manifestation. "If it is said that though the manifestation is existent yet there 

is another manifestation - the manifestation of the manifestation - for which the 

operation of the cause is needed, then this would lead to regressus ad infinitum.''260 

Thus it becomes an absurdity or baseless assertion that when a pot is produced what 

happens is that the clay becomes manifested in the form of the pot.261 

Vacaspati Misra does not actually answer this objection but evades it by pointing out 

the same difficulty in asatkii1yiivada also. "In your theory 'a non-existent entity is 

produced·, he asks Naiyayikas, ·what is this production of non-existent'? Is it existent 

or non-existent?"262 If it is existent, then there is no need of causes. And if it is non-

existent, there should be another manifestation - the manifestation of manifestation, 

which will lead to the infinite regression.263 

It is very interesting to see the answer which is given by Siimkhya-Sutra of this 

objection. The objection raised there as: "Is manifestation existent or non-existent?" if 

it is existent, then the effect will be everlasting. 264 If it is non-existent then the whole 

Sarhkhya theory of causation is baseless and collapsed. because Sarhkhya doctrine of 

causality has stressed on the pre-existence of effect in its material cause even before 

its production. "Therefore if we accept an existent manifestation, but say that there is 

another manifestation (towards which the causal process is directed and on the 

account of which the effect is not the everlasting), then we shall to admit a third 

manifestation for the second and so on. Thus it will lead to regressus ad infinitum."265 

To this Sii1i1khya-sutra gives following answer: "(there is no fault in it) because these 

(manifestations) follow each other in a continuity as we see in the case of seed and 

plant."266 "Even if there are thousands of manifestations (following each other), there 

is no fault, because they have no starting point as in the case with seed and plant. Just 

260Sarhkhya Tattva Kaumudl, 9. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in 
Indian Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad :Vi mal Prakashan, 1973) p. 43 
261 Ibid., p. 43 
262 Bhratiya M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p.43 
263 Sarhkhya Tattva Kaumudl, 9 
264 Bhratiya M.C. and Shastri, D.N. Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 
1973)p.43 
265 The Sarhkhya Aphorism, p. 143, fn. 1. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, 
Causation in Indian Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 43 
266 Sarhkhya-sutra, 122. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian 
Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) p. 43 
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as there are thousands of seeds and trees following each other and there is no fault, 

similarly if there are thousands of manifestations involved in the process there is no 

fault. In another argument is put by Scni1khya-Siitra, this objection to the theory of 

manifestation has been reported in the same manner as Vacaspati Misra had done by 

showing the infinite regression in the case of 'production' also"267 

Conclusion 

To close this chapter, "Ye can_articulate that both Satkiiryaviida and Asatkiiryaviida are 

propounded by their own respective stands in accordance to their school of thought. 

The view of causation in Sarilkhya system is very reverse of that in the Nyaya-

Vaisesika. Both Satkiiryaviidins and Asatkiiryaviidins agree, it is the milk which gives 

rise to curd. Yet Satkiiryaviidin say that the curd is there in its material cause i.e. milk 

in latent form even prior to its production on one hand. On the other hand, 

Asatkii1yaviidins say that curd is not there before its origination. Satkiiryaviidins give 

more stress or emphasis on the similarities between the cause and the effect. They 

also explain by saying that effect is present in an unmanifest condition in the cause, 

whereas Asatkiiryaviidins give greater importance to the dissimilarities between the 

cause and effect. They also argue that the effect is a new entity and a fresh beginning. 

A number of arguments are offered in support of both the Satkiiryaviida and 

Asatkiiryaviida. But we can consider that both Satkiiryaviida and Asatkiiryaviida have 

tried to define the tenn 'effect' in a particular way. Satkiiryaviidins has defined 

'effect' in such way that an effect must be said to be pre-existent even prior to its 

production and is present in a potential condition in the material cause. Similarly, 

Asatkiiryaviidins has argued that an effect is not said to pre-exist in its material cause 

before its origination; it is a new creation and fresh beginning. 

267 Samkhya-siitra, 123. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian 
Philosophy, Part. I (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) pp. 44-45 
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Conclusion 

Satkaryaviida has been a rich and intense philosophical position on causation. Both 

Samkhya system and Vediintins (Advaita and VW .. t;fiidvaita) have tried to define and 

develop their respective philosophical positions in and around Satkiiryaviida. In the 

foregoing chapters an analytical study has been attempted mainly on the basis of 

Satkiiryariida of Samkhya philosophy with reference to its original work i.e. 

Siirhkhya-Kiirikii of ISvarakp~l)a. Among the different schools of Indian philosophy, 

the Sa1i1khya system holds a unique place, since it is one of the most theoretical 

enterprises. Sa1i1khya system has been a little room for metaphysical disposition but at 

the same time it has been giving an importance to the discriminative knowledge 

which will completely annihilate the three fold pain (trividha dukha) viz., iidhyiitmika, 

iidhidaivika and iidhibhautfka. Satkiiryaviida of Samkhya and its theory of evolution 

(Pari}Jiimaviida) are among such recurrent themes which need to be investigated to 

assess their validity and efficacy. 

There are contending positions on Satkiiryaviida. The Samkhya and the Advaita 

Vedanta have used Satkiiryaviida as Pari}Jiimaviida and Vivartaviida respectively. But 

they have differed from each other with regard to the process of production of an 

effect. Though Sailkara admits the Satnkhya view of Satkiiryaviida but he differs in 

his interpretation of production of an effect. Samkhya believes in Pari]Jiimaviida, but 

the notion of Pari}Jiima is not acceptable to Advaita Vedanta. One may pose a 

question that, Is there any real distinction between Pari~1iimaviida and Vivartaviida? 

The answer is very clear, though both Pari~1iimaviida and Vivartaviida acknowledge 

the changes in the cause in producing the effects, but for Vivartaviidins, the changes 

are not real, but they are only appearances; whereas for Pari~1iimaviidins, the changes 

are real. 

We have seen that doctrine of Pari}Jiima is an integral part of Sari1khya theory of 

causation termed as Satkiiryaviida (theory of pre-existent effect) because when we are 
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trying to discuss doctrine of causality i.e. Satkiiryaviida; more or less, at the same 

time we are also leaving a space for discussion regarding the some ideas about its 

process of production of an effect i.e. Pari1Jiimaviida. You cannot distinguish them in 

thought as well as in reality. Satkiiryaviida and Pari~1iimaviida both simultaneously go 

for the function of the doctrine of causality. In fact the word 'Pari~1iima· stands for 

'change': 'Change' has been discussed in Samkhya tradition as merely the change of 

form of an object or substance. Change is nothing but the process of transformation of 

'from implicit condition into explicit condition' or 'from unmanifest state to manifest 

state'. For example- milk is transformed into curd. Curd is a manifest state of milk 

though it remained unmanifest state in the milk. But due to course of time curd comes 

to existence which is an explicitly contained in the milk. There is no problem with this 

understanding of conception. The question arises when change takes place then what 

about its substance? Does substance remain constant? Or is it totally changed? If the 

substance or object is changed then it cannot at all be Pari~1iimaviida, because 

Pari1Jiima does not allow totally a new production and the complete destruction of the 

existing one. Therefore the substance or object remains unchanged or constant and 

also object does not lose its own identity. We can put the understanding of 'change' as 

different manner is that- change takes place only when the aspect or fonn of an object 

appear and disappear. Pari1Jiima has been defined by the Yoga Bhiisya as 

"disappearance of the previous aspect (dharma) and the appearance of another aspect 

of a substance (dharmi), while the substance itself remains constant".268 

Samkhya philosophy believes in Prakrti Pari1Jiimaviida. For Samkhya, Prakrti is 

single primordial or ultimate material cause of all products in the universe. If it is said 

then all products or objects of the world are modification of Prakrti, which means 

they are produced out of Prakrti. Pralq-ti is accepted as the fundamental stuff which 

evolves the world out of itself. All determinate existence or the world of objects is 

implicitly contained in the bosom of Pralq·ti. Therefore, Prakrti is regarded as the 

only material cause of all phenomenal effects. According to Samkhya, Pari1Jiima 

stands for any type of change (i.e. svarupa and virupa) or in other words there are two 

kinds of changes in the process of evolution of Pralq·ti into the objects of the world. 

268 Yoga- Bhasya,lll. 13. Quotation taken from M.C. Bhratiya and D.N. Shastri, Causation in Indian 
Philosophy, Part.l (Ghaziabad : Vimal Prakashan, 1973) pp.S0-51 
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Different from PariiJiimaviida, there is Sailkara's conception of Vivartaviida. Though 

Sailkara did not admit the notion of Pari~1iima view of causation, but he offers an 

intelligible philosophical explanation for the doctrine of causality to us i.e. 

Vivartaviida .. Vivartaviida advocates that the production of an effect involves merely 

an apparent change in the cause, e.g. when we see a snake in a rope. That means, the 

rope is not really transformed into a snake; actually the rope only appears as a snake, 

but it is not really the case. As a matter of fact, Sailkara has made three different 

grades of existence of reality. Sailkara argues the explanation of Pari!Jiima view of 

causation is true from the empirical point of view or the world of experience 

(vyiivahiirika-satta), while explaining the production of an effect. But ·he also 

describes that it would be indefensible from the ultimate point of view (piiramiirthika-

satta) to the doctrine of apparent change (vivarta). But Sarilkhya system has not 

offered any commitment to such philosophical disposition based on the lines of 

distinction between vyiivahiirika-satta and piiramiirthika-satta made by the Sailkara 

school of Advaita Vedanta. 

Satkiiryaviida is primarily based on the principle- whatever is existent that can be 

produced and also that cannot be made totally non-existent; whatever is non-existent 

that can't be brought into existence and also can't be produced at all. But I am 

intending to elaborate those arguments in favour of Satkiiryaviida, because these 

arguments have been already taken as the examination to prove the Satkaryaviida. 

Before going to make that assessment, first we need to have the conceptual 

understanding of Satkiiryaviida. Or in other words we can articulate it by forming a 

query which is probable making a sense of it. Why Sarhkhya system did think over 

Satkiiryaviida as a central doctrine and also why are they proposing of Satkiiryaviida 

or the doctrine of pre-existence of effect? This doctrine suggests that an effect is 

known as pre- existent form its material cause beforehand its production and an effect 

is present in a potential condition in the material cause; it becomes manifest in the 

process of causal operation. It is fine with its conceptual understanding of 

Satkii1yavada, but one may ask what is the point of proposing this idea such as 

Satkiiryaviida or what the logic behind is of it. The point to be proved is the existence 

of an effect even before its production in its material cause and not the mere existence 

as such of the effect. From above explanation we can logically make an implication 
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that 'an effect is produced from the cause', which suggests that the effect is non-

different from its cause. This is the principle as its basic underlying assumptions. 

Further the treatment of causation in Indian philosophy is quite different from the 

western treatment of causation. In order to understand the notion of causality in Indian 

philosophy, we have to understand the two basic categories, namely "nimifla kiiraJJa" 

and "upiidiina kiiraJJa" on which the whole Indian theories of causation may be 

conveniently formulated. In fact the present study has been shown in my third chapter 

that why Indian thinkers have been given more stress on material cause ( upiidiina 

kiira~1a) than efficient cause (nimilla kiira~1a). 

The doctrine of Satkiirya is at root of the Sihhkhya theory of Pariuiima. Pariuiima is 

nothing but the process of transformation of implicit into explicit. Like ahmnkiira 

remains an implicit condition in the mahat and the mahat in the Prakrti but when 

obstacles are removed and the gu~1as are thrown out of the balance, then evolution 

process starts, like Prakrti changes into mahat; mahat into ahamkiira and so on. Thus 

the transformation of matter from one form to another form seems to be the basis of 

Sarhkhya theory of causation as well as its theory of Pari1:ziimaviida. The effect is 

nothing but the cause, transformed or modified. So cause always produces effects. In 

this respect the Sarhkhya theory of Satkiiryaviida is very close to Aristotle's view of 

causation, according to which causation is nothing but the transition from the 

potential being to actual being. And also a similar idea to the philosophy of Hegel 

who holds that causation is a passage from the implicit to the explicit. 

Ara111bhaviida of the Nyaya- Vaise~ika is an outcome of Asatkiiryaviida just as 

PariJJiimaviida of Sarhkhya is an outcome of Satkiiryaviida (doctrine of pre-existent 

effects). According to Arari1bhaviida, the effect is a new entity and fresh beginning. 

The effect is said to be having not pre-existed before in the cause. In fact it is a totally 

different entity. But the philosophy of Satkiiryaviida does not allow the effect to be 

new and different entity. Rather it advocates that an effect is non-different from its 

cause which means the effect is being identical with its cause. Suppose the cause 

exists, then an effect cannot be non-existent; but it has to be existent. Since, the effect 

is being identical with cause, the existence of cause implies the existence of the effect 

and there can be no identity between an existent entity and non-existent entity. Thus 

the doctrine of Satkiirya is a theory of implication rather than a theory of causation. 
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According to this doctrine the relation between the cause and its effect is a logical 

relation of implication. An implication sates that the premises imply the conclusion or 

the conclusion necessarily follows from the premises. Similarly, it happens in the 

doctrine of Satkarya that an effect necessarily follows from its material cause. 

Sarilkhya doctrine of Satkiirya upholds that an effect is known as pre-hidden form in 

its material cause before the actual production and an effect is present in potential 

condition in the cause. And it becomes manifest in the process of causal operation. 

Here creation (-5r$!i) is only the process for the development of effect from its implicit 

to explicit form. Thus, Sarilkhya doctrine of Satkarya not only offers an intelligible 

explanation of the law of causation, but also a comprehensive account of the doctrine 

of Pari1Jiima. 
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